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Education, acceptance of technology
keys to progress: Collins to conference

Travel information computers
no longer in highway rest stops
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP I — Tourists will not be able to find travel
information computer terminals in highway rest stops after Oct. 31.
state officials said.
The Kentucky Tourism Cabinet has agreed to terminate its contract with Courier Communications Corp. on that date. The contract
was originally set to expire in 1989.
The 3-year-old project used IBM computers and touch-sensitive
screens that offered tourist information and advertising.
Courier Communications is a subsidiary of the Courier Journal and
Louisville Times Co.
Bernard Block, president of Courier Communications and a senior
vice president of the newspaper company. said in June the tourism
service had not been profitable.
Courier Communications had contracts with the city of Louisville
as well as the states of Kentucky. Indiana and Michigan.
The company will cease operating the computers in Indiaba and
Michigan Sept. 30, a few months early.
Ten of the 15 full-time employees were let go in August, Brock said.
The others may find jobs within the newspaper company.
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Gov. Martha Layne Collins
Sets tone of conference

LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP I — If
people are to take advantage of
the opportunities presented by
technology, they Must be prepared
educationally, experts told
southern governors.
The theme of the 53rd annual
Southern Governors' Association
conference is
"Leadership
challenges for the South Today,"
arid Kentucky Gov. Martha Layne
Collins set the tone with her opening remarks.
"We need not only a well-trained
workforce, we need a workforce
that can be retrained," Collins
said. "That means a workforce

that has learned to learn. We need
a workforce with the flexibility to
learn new jobs, to learn new
technologies as they become
available."
Other speakers at the conference pointed out that the theory
may not be so easy to put into
practice.
Dr. Richard Burton of the Palo
Alto Research Center for Xerox
Corp.. said today's educational
system is misdirected.
Traditional teaching methods
and tools are no longer valid when
then ultimate goal is teaching
students how to learn, Burton said.

"It's almost like we're teaching
our kids that education doesn't
have anything to do with sensemaking," Burton said.
Dr. David Mowery, chairman of
the Panel on Technblogy and
Employment of the National
Academy of Sciences, said new
technology is often unfairly blamed for putting workers on the
unemployment rolls.
Technological change, Mowery'
said, is not a cause of unemployment or low growth in earnings, it
is a solution to those problems.
(Cont'd on page 2)

Elsewhere...
By alt Assacialed Pre.
DEARBORN Mich. — The United Auto Workers union's choice of
Ford Motor Co as the 1987 strike target means contract negotiations
will focus on the world's most profitable automaker through the Sept.
14 expiration deadline
eASTEL GA.VDOLFO, Italy — Jewish leaders said they hoped
their talks today with Pope John Paul II would clear up
misunderstandings caused by the papal audience with Austrian
President Kurt Waldheim and lead to eventual Vatican diplomatic
relations with Israel.
WEIJi0M, Soutttth .4.frica — Black and white miners worked
feverishly tdreach an mine shaft elevator where dozens of workers
were trapped after a cable failed and the cage plunged nearly a mile
into the earth.
_MANAMA, Bahrain — Iraq vows to continue its 3-day-old offensive
against Iranian oil terminals and other targets, and Iran hints it may
be willing to discuss a cease-fire.
W.4SHINGTON — Surprised U.S. officials are reacting cautiously
to an apparent Soviet move that would allow the unprecedented
detonation of a U.S. bomb on Soviet soil as one means of implementing a verifiable nuclear test-ban treaty
WASHINGTON — An animal protection organization is urging U.S.
sanctions against Japan because it has allegedly reneged on a pledge
to join the rest of the world in halting large-scale whale hunts.
• BANGKOK. Thailand — Police and fishin
ts searched off the
resort island of Phuket today for 83 passeng
d crew believe killed when a Thai airliner plunged into the sea
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Forecast
Tonight: : !ear and cool. Low
50 to 55. Light wind.
Wednesday: Mostly sunny.
High in the mid 80s.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast for
Thursday through Saturday
calls for mostly sunny conditions each day. Highs will be 75
to 80 Thursday, warming into
the mid- to upper 80s by Saturday.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky
Barkley

Sims. SouthEastern Book Company; Debbie Freeland, Kenlake Foods;
and Tom Ewing of Fisher Price. The representatives in the back row
are,from left: Jerry Kelly, Fisher Price; Ted Vaughn, Murray Fabric;
Joe Bolin, Ellis Popcorn; Ben Hogancamp, Lassiter Plaster; Harold
Hurt, H-T Marketing; Mac Fitts, Fitts Block and Ready Mix; Gary
Flickinger, Ryan Milk; Jim Garrison, Ryan Milk; Ed Shinners, Vanderbilt Chemical; and Bill Germann of Kenlake Foods.
Stan photo by Scott Wilson
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Several local industries were honored today at a breakfast at the
Murray-Calloway Chamber of Commerce office. The Existing Industry
Committee of the Chamber, sponsored the celebration. Each industry
representative at the breakfast was presented with a copy of a picture of
their firm that is now framed and mounted on the wall of the chamber
office. Those industries present were, front row, from left: Leonard
Vaughn. Murray Fabric; Doug Hocking, Briggs and Stratton; Dottie

356.2
356.2

Several local industries were
honored this morning at a
breakfast held at the MurrayCalloway Chamber Office. The
breakfast, sponsored by the Existing Industry Committee of the
Chamber of Commerce, was to
acknowledge Industry Appreciation Week, currently being
celebrated in the region, and to ex-

press appreciation for the contributions which local industrial
firms make, to Murray and
Calloway Coaity.
"It is a recognized fact that
while new industry is important to
a community, existing industry
and its growth is also important,"
commented Bill Germann, chairman of the Existing Industry Corn-

mittee. "This was just a way of
saying thanks and that the
chamber is here to helii."
Steve Zea, executive vice president of the Murray-Calloway
Chamber of Commerce. told the
gathering of the difference that existing industry is making to the
local community.
"In 1982, we had 1,372 manufac-

turing jobs in the county. We had
over 2,000 at the beginning of 1987
and we now have 2,800 jobs," said
Zea. "There is a lot of publicity
about recruiting new industry.
But, the existing industry does
make a difference."
He added that Calloway
(Cont'd on page?)

Wilkinson:
could support
Collins' plan
for comp issue
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (API —
Democratic --gubernatorial candidate Wallace Wilkinson says he
could support the Collins administration's plan for workers'
compensation if it would ensure
that something is done quickly.
Wilkinson said he still had
doubts about the administration
plan, particularly its reliance on
the sale of $380 million in bonds.
"It's not a solution, it's a delay;
and I want to solve the problem,"
Wilkinson said in an interview
with The Assocted Press on
Monday.
Gov. Martha Layne Collins has
proposed retiring the bonds with
the proceeds of a 20-percent surcharre-on WOrkers' compensation
Insurance premiums and an $18 a
year annual levy on employees.
Together, those two ideas would
Members of the Mayfield Rescue Squad inspect a grain truck which overturned in a ditch Monday
raise about $30 million a year.
at the
Graves-Calloway County line at approximately 2:10 p.m. on Kentucky 464. The driver of the truck,
Billy R.
Money not needed to pay curMayfield, 40, 305 Woodlawn, Murray. was treated and released from Community Hospital in Mayfield, follow
rent claims and debt service ing the one•vehicle accident. According to state police
reports, May field was west-bound on 464 when he came
would be invested to pay future upon a sharp curve as he was entering Graves County. Mayfield
lost control of the vehicle when the load
shifted, overturned and came to rest in the ditch, the report indicated. Members of the Murray Fire Depart
•
(Cont'd on page 21
ment stood by at the scene. The accident was investigated by Kentucky State Police Trooper Dave Penman.
WI photo h% Donna NV1%11.11111
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MCMA to present first performance
Murray Civic Music Association
will present its first performance
of the season Thursday, Sept. 24 —
a dance program by ODC,San
Francisco which will include their
acclaimed work "The Velveteen
Rabbit." ODC is the exciting, accessible and attention-getting contemporary dance company
emerging from the West. The
New York Times' Says, the
company combines impressive
technique and vivid stage
presence."
"The Velveteen Rabbit" has
long been a favorite of children of
all ages. This classic children's
book tells the story of a sawdustfilled toy rabbit, the constant companion and friend of a little boy
who receives-it as a Christmas
gift. The rabbit soon becomes the
boy's favorite toy. Well-worn by
now, the rabbit goes through a
series of adventures, learning
along the way what it means to be
loved and to become "real."
Two performances at Murray
State University's Lovett
Auditorium are planned for the
24th — an evening program at 8
p.m. and a special performance
for Murray and Calloway County
elementary children earlier in the
day. MCMA is very proud to offer
this children's performance. In
San Francisco, where the production premiered, each child's ticket
was $5.
This family-oriented ballet was
choreographed by co-artistic
director Katie Nelson to the Random House recording featuring

LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) —
Wallace Wilkinson is downplaying
the significance of the loss of two
recent endorsements that have
traditionally gone to the
Democratic gubernatorial
nominee. .
Wilkinson said Monday he did
not expect to get the approval of
ICEPAC, the political action committee of the Kentucky Education
Association.
The KEPAC state board recommended that the group endorse
Republican John Harper on
Monday.
Wilkinson said his.opposition to
a tax increase to pay for new programs and to mandatory collective bargaining for teachers made •
it unlikely he would get the'
ICERAC endorsement.

The ODC San Francisco dance company
narration by Meryl Streep and the
music of pianist-composer George
Winston. This production has provided many children with their initial exposure to modern dance.
Third and fourth-grade classes of
San Francisco school children
helped paint and construct the set
for "The Velveteen Rabbit." The

San Francisco Progress calls the
production, "perfect for children
and intriguing for adults."
MCMA Drive Week is Aug. 31
through Sept. 5.
Drive headquarters are at the
downtown Bank of Murray, main
lobby, 753-0711.

Harper not conceding labor support
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP —
Republican gubernatorial
nominee John Harper said he
would appeal for the endorsement
of the Kentucky State AFL-CIO,
although "the die has probably
been cast'' in favor of his
Democratic opponent, who by
tradition could expect to get it.
Harper, a state representative
from Shepherdsville, said Monday
he had received an AFL-CIO
speaking invitation and "I intend
to respond."
"I think the die has probably
been cast" in favor. of Democratic
nominee Wallace Wilkinson, but
that would not deter him, Harper

said in a news conference.
During the Democr,atic
primary, the state AFL-CIO backed Lt. Gov. Steve Beshear, who
finished third. It did not make an
endorsement in the GOP primary.
Harper also said he had been in
contact with the United Mine
Workers, a union that is not a
member of the AFL-CIO, and "in
all likelillood" would meet with its
leaders as well.
Labor endorsements traditionally have been the exclusive
preserve of Democrats, particularly in gubernatorial elections. But Harper, unlike most of
his Republican colleagues in the

General Assembly, is regarded as
a pro-labor legislator.
The political arm of the Kentucky Education Association on
Monday recommended Harper's
endorsement by its 153 local affiliates and 30,000 members — the
first time in history 'it has suggested backing a Republican for
governor.
Two weeks ago, the executive
council of the Kentucky State
Building andConstruction Trades
Council also recofnmended
Harper's endorsement, but
delegates to its annual convention
voted against making an
endorsement.
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Wilkinson downplays significance
of his recent loss of endorsements
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"The price of the KEA endorsement was too high for me and I'm
not willing to pay it," Wilkinson
said.
Wilkinson also said he wanted to
meet with representatives of the
Kentucky State Building and Construction Trades Council, which

recently voted to withhold its endorsement this year The council's
executive board had recommended an endorsement for Harper.
"I didn't know about the
building trades thing ... until I
read it in the paper," Wilkinson
said.
Campaign Chairman Danal.
Briscoe said Wilkinson has received the endorsement of two major
labor groups that were Ignored by
the news media.
Briscoe said thestate organizations of the Teamsters and the
United Auto Workers have endorsed Wilkinson and contributed to
his campaign Those endorsements could not be confirmed Monday.
Wilkinson also defended his
campaign schedule, which has left
him notably absent at several major events.

Wallace Willdnaon
said.
Wilkinson said Dukakis was
very low-key about seeking his
help in the presidential race_
"His attitude was 'perhaps if we
help you. maybe you can help
us,": Wilkinson said.
On another topic, Briscoe said
he is scheduled to meet Thursday
with representatives of the Harper
campaign to work out details for
debates.
Officials of the League of
Women Voters will also be involved in the negotiations. Briscoe
said.
Briscoe said there will only be
two debates, though Harper has
requested at least four more.
Kentucky Educational Television has been asked.to televise the
debates. Briscoe said.

Wilkinson said he has spent the
last three months raising money,
but will be campaigning nearly
full-time in the coming 60 days.
Part of that campaigning on
Monday was a meeting with
Massachusetts 'Gov. Michael
Dukakis.
Dukakis, who is one of several
(Cont'd from page 1)
Democrats seeking the party's
presidential nomination, asked for
County's low unemployment rate,
Wilkinson's support, but Wilkinson
3.8 percent at the last report, was
said he is remaining neutral for
due in part to the contributions
the time being.
made by existing industry.
Dukakis said he offered WilkinThe EIC and the Chamber
presented each industry represen- son the support of the Democratic
tative with a copy of a photograph governors' association, which has
of their firm that is now framed already provided some technical
and mounted on the wall of the assistansf to the Wilkinson
campaigP'
Chamber office.
Dukakis also said he offered
Those companies honored today
(Cont'd from page 1)
were: Briggs and Stratton. Ellis financial assistance to Wilkinson if
The unfortunate fact. Mowery
Popcorn, Fisher Price, Fitts Block the governors' association has the
said.
is that displaced workers
and Ready Mix. Hutson Company, funds.
often do not have the basic .skills
H Sr T Marketing. Kenlake Foods,
- Wilkinson said he forgot to ask
suchweading, writing and eom-Ryan Milk, Vanderbilt Chemical, for money.
putational skills to adapt to a
Murray Fabrics, Lassiter Plaster,
changing
workplace.
"I
didn't
and
I
ought
to
have.
SouthEastern Book Company, and
"Retraining
in and of itself is not
Quite frankly. I forgot," Wilkinson
the Sager Corporation
a panacea," Mowery said.
The conference roundtable
presided over by North Carolina
Gov. James Martin. goes along
with the overall theme of •'Leadership Challenges for the South
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
PURCHASE — 7.5 percent, Today.Magoffin County. posted Ken- down from 8 percent. Rates rang.
That theme was reflected in the
tucky's worst unemployment rate ed from 3.8 percent in Calloway
conference site Offices, stores,
in July, with 19.5 percent of its. County to 13.3 percent in Carlisle
hospitals and schools behind a 19th
labor force out of work, according County.
century facade actually contained
to figures released by the Cabinet
PENNYRILE — 8.9, down from
21st century technology.
for Human Resources.
9.7. Range: 6.2, Lyon, to 13.4,
"Here around us on Main Street
Trimble County, at 3.2 percent. Crittenden.
21st Century — if we're willing to
had the lowest unemployment
- GREEN RIVER — 11.3, down
learn the lesson — is the model for
rate, the cabinet said Monday in from 11.5. Range: 9.3, Henderson, development
in the South," Collins
its monthly report.
to 14.8, Ohio.
said. "This is hose we can increase
Jobless rates were lower in 75
BARREN RIVER — 9.2, down
productivity and improve
counties from June to July, higher from 9.3. Range: 7.3, Monroe. to efficiency."
in 38 counties and unchanged in 12.4. Butler.
.Arthur Levitt Jr. the luncheOn
seven, the report said.
LINCOLN TRAIL — 8.5, clown speaker for the governors,said the
The cabinet reported that the from 8.7. Range: 5.6, Hardin, to technology reflected
in the exstatewide rate declined from 9.2 .44.43, Washington.
hibits represents a crucial leap
percent in June to 8.8 percent in _ . KIPDA — 7.3, down from 7.9.
that must be made in the home
July. the first time in 1987 that it Range: 3.2, Trimble, to 7.6, and
work lives of people.
dropped below 9 percent.
Jefferson.
But that technology must be
Fifty-eight counties had doubleNORTHERN KENTUCKY — harnessed and used by everyone.
digit unemployment rates, the
7.1, down from 7.5. Range: 3.7, Levitt said.
cabinet said.
"Our nation must combine
Carroll, to 11.0, Gallatin.
-Second to Magoffin County was
BUFFALO TRACE — 8.6, down technological excellence with a
Elliott County, 19.1 percent,
from 9.7. Range: 7.0, Flerriing. to public-private partnership so that
followed by McCreary County, 19
scientific and industrial energy is
12.9, Bracken.
percent, and Wolfe County, 17.8
GATEWAY — 11.1, down from not dissipated in endless
percent.
13.2. Range: 7.0, Rowan, to 15.6, maneuvering for advantage,
At the other end of the specLevitt said. "Societies that can
Morgan.
trum, Carroll County reported 3.7
FIVCO — 11.8, down from 13.5. build that conSensus will prevail.
percent unemployment, followed
Those that don't, won't."
Range: 9.3, Boyd, to 19.1, Elliott.
by Calloway County at 1.8 percent
BIG SANDY — 16.1, down from
and Oldhani.County, 4.7 percent..
16.7. Range: 13.5. Martin, to 19.5,
The rate increased from 5.2 perMagoffin,
cent in June to 5.5 percent in July
KENTUCKY RIVER — 15.6,
in the Lexington metropolitan
down from 15.7. Range: 11.1,
area, which is made up of Fayette.
(Cont'd from page 1)
Owsley, to 17.8, Wolfe.
Bourbon, Clark, Jessamine, Scott
benefits
CUMBERLAND VALLEY —
and Woodford counties.
Wilkinson had earlier proposed
The rate declined to 7 percent 12.3, down from 12.8. Range: 9.3,
his own solution to the estimated
from 7.5 percent in the Louisville Rockcastle and Laurel, to 16.5, $1.7 billion debt of the workers'
metropolitan area, which is made Harlan.
compensation program.
LAKE CUMBERLAND — 9.7,
up of Jefferson. Bullitt, Oldham
It included equal annual
and Shelby counties in Kentucky unchanged. Range: 7.2, payments of about $20 million
and Clark, Floyd and Harrison Cumberland, to 19.0, McCreary.
each from employers, the coal inBLUEGRASS —7.2, up from 6.6.
counties in Indiana.
dustry and state government. The
Here were trends in area Range: 44, Fayette, to 15.8,
payments would last for 25 years.
Lincoln.
development districts:
Wilkinson said Monday that Collins' plan has some benefits.
"It has the attraction of not using General Fund 'dollars,—
Wilkinson said.
The important point. Wilkinson
said, is that some compromise
should be reached soon.
But another possible solution
was also proposed on Monday by
Senate President Pro Tern John
"Eck" Rose, D-Winchester.
Rose said his plan would be to
M-F
raise more money each year to
take care of the continuing cash
9.7
needs as well as put money away
Second
Set
Prints
of
Sat.
for future payments.
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Rose and other lawmakers have
expressed some concern about the
bond part of Collins' plan. The
repayment schedule calls for annual payments of $24 million a
year for 10 years and then $55
million annually for 20 years. Rose
sakr-annual collections of $100
million to $110 million would take
care of the problem without having to sell bonds.
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A weekly addition features
highlights from area schools
Never before in the history of Kentucky education has
there been
more spirited discussion about what schools should do
— and how the
public should be paying for it.
Here in the Murray and Calloway County Schools we
think its important to let you know what our schools are doing.
Today the Ledger & Times will initiate the weekly featur
e — a full
page On Education" in the community's public elemen
tary and
secondary schools. This feature does not replace
the regular
coverage the Ledger has always given issues in education and
significant events and achievements in individual schools.
Rather, its a
mechanism for us to inform you about what goes on
inside the
classroom walls.
The feature page which started last year has brought
local, area,
state and national attention to our schools and the paper.
The Ledger
& Times is the only area newspaper devoting special emphas
is with a
page each week dedicated to our schools.
Schools are exciting and creative places to be. At
school
children are discovering, exploring, challenging, probin our
g and
evaluating. They are building friendships, sharing concer
ns, learning
how to cooperate, struggling to meet their own challe
nges — and having fun.
As educators try to reach each child as an individual,
to involve
them meaningfully in what interests them, and to help
every one be
the best he can be.
We have good schools here. Both the county and the
city schools
have won national awards — both will win more —
and there's a
healthy spirit of competition that means both systems keep
striving
to be the best.
We have good teachers, supportive parents, and all the
resources a
thriving, education-minded community can offer. If there's
room for
improvement — and of course there always is — you
can be sure
we're working on it.
The schools best resource Is the community itself, for
all the laws
our legislators pass in Legislative Sessions can't improv
e the schools
unless the community cares.
It's been noted repeatedly in professional studies that childr
en do
better in school if their parents are involved and interes
ted in what
happens And if children see that the adults around them
take education seriously, they take it seriously too.
Education matters — to all of us. As parents we need to be
wellinformed; as a community, we have to be.
We're excited about our school page. We welcome
and encourage
your comments and questions. Please let us know what you
want to
know

clVelkelPety
Shades of Big Brother
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Garrott's Galley

By M.C. Garrott rig

For 30 years, she saw the finest
of Galloway's young men off to war
In every community there are
some unsung, average-folk whose Editor's note: This is the first collives tell a quiet story of mean- umn in a two-part series.
ingful service before gently trailing off into obscurity.
Mrs. Gussie Adams is such a
person.
Now 84 years of age, Mrs.
Adams lives- quietly at 507
Sycamore in the home she and her
husband, Edward, bought from
Harvey Ellis in 1959 for $7,500.
Before his death in 1965, Mr
Adams operated a grocery
business for many years in part of
the area now occupied by Peoples
Bank. They were married almost
41 years.
As assistant clerk and for 21
years the executive secretary of
Calloway County's Selective Service Board No. 10, Mrs. Adams
handled the paperwork that sent
hundreds of young men from MurMrs. Gussie Adams
ray and the county to military serThere
were five classifications
vice in three conflicts — World
which determined a registrant's
War II, Korean and Viet Nam.
draft status, Mrs. Adams
She had served with the board
remembers. "1-A was for the
for 30 years when she retired in
physically fit, ready to go," she
1971.
said. "Then there was 2-A for
Mrs. Adams' Selective Service
those still in college; 2-C for any
experience started when the
farmers who had crops out; 4-D
board's offices were located on the
for ministers; and 4-F for the
second floor of the Gatlin
physically unfit — these the
Building This was over the
government considered unable to
Douglass Hardware Store at the
withstand military service."
corner of 4th and Alain. A highThe late Mrs. Mary Neale, who
tech computer company business
earlier had. been the Calloway
is on that corner today.
County clerk, was the board's ex• • •
ecutive secretary when Mrs.
The board's responsibility was
Adams was employed. Mrs.
filling the county's monthly
Adams had worked in Mrs.
military quotas of draftees for
Neale's office for 10 years at the
military service from the ranks of
courthouse.
the county's registered young
Mrs. Neale had taken the place
men. Each had a number, assignof her husband, T..G Neale, in
ed when they registered. When it
May of 1941 as executive secretary
was called, they were called, and,
of the draft board, as it was
generally. off they went.
known.

When Mrs. Neale retired in 1950,
Mrs. Adams became the executive
secretary and served in that position until the office was closed in
1971.
• • •
Today, each young man, upon
reaching the age of 18, registers
for military service at the local
Post Office. It has been a long
time, however, since any were
called into service.
Will Washer was the board's
chairman when Mrs. Adams joined its staff. Serving with him were
V. H. Clark and Roy Brandon, who
later was replaced by Ed Filbeck.
In later years, both Waylon
Rayburn and Ray Brownfield
served on it.
The initial board members took
the jobs late in 1940 when
America's first peacetime draft
began functioning with the drawing of the blue capsules, each containing a registrant's number,
from a gigantic, fish-like bowl in
Washington, D.C.
Any young man who had a Selective Service number at the time
remembers anxiously awaiting
the drawing of the first capsules.
Drawn by Secretary of War Henry
L. Stimson, — the first one drawn
was No. 158.
The board's monthly quotas
were received from a state headquarters in Frankfort, and Mrs.
Adams recalls the first one received. It called for but one man,
although later ones during the
wars were for as many as 50 at a
time.
Hal Mathis, who. had
volunteered for service, filled that
first quota. He is believed to be living in the Dexter area today.
•

•

e

The board's offices later were
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moved to a small room on the second floor of the Post Office, now
the Robert 0. Miller Courthouse
Annex and at the corner of South
4th and Maple Streets.
In the following months and with
America at war with both Germany and Japan in-World War II,
Mrs. Adams recalls the -draft
quotas becoming larger with each
passing month. Many calls, she
said, involved men with several
children.
It was a common occurrence re.
induction day, she recalls, for ft
hallways to be crowded with
draftees and their families
friends who had come to see th
off.
She had many last-minute
quests, she laughingly rete
perhaps the most common
which was: "Please! Can I ge!
the bus and kiss my wife just
more time?"
Before boarding their bus l•
became routine for each group'
pose on the front steps of the F.,:
Baptist Church so loc.
photographer Hunter Love .coua,
make its picture. Although Mrs
Adams doesn't have any of the
pictures today, copies are in the
hands of some of the men pictured
or their families.
Many familiar faces appear in
those group pictures, fellows like:
James Rudy Albritton, who served
in the South Pacific.and saw action
on Guadalcanal. Bouganville and
nebu; Owen Billington, who serv
ed with the Navy in the South
Pacific; J.B. Burkeen and Henry
Fulton, both of whom served in
Germany; Perry Hendon, who
served on Iwo Jima; the late Dr.
A.B. Kopperud. who served in
Alaska, and many other*. •
(To be continued Thursday)
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Ten years ago --Barriers closing North 15th
VIM N'11 sem ars
Street from Olive to Chestnut
MINOI WE
ING .111
ala
RelieM11
11MVOIWAr.s.faravomiZorallit"
Streets were replaced this morning and a suit has been filed in
10
Calloway County Circuit Court to
prevent their removal.
• pedestrian overpass is
being c(n111111101"110,10000.1"'
•
structed over Chestnut Street.
Construction of a new Calloway
County garage on East Sycamore
Street is nearing completion.
Twenty years ago
The mercury dipped to a lo'. of
50 last night in Murray and
Calloway County giving residents
a taste of fall and, winter.
Murray State University Sun'
mer Repertory Co. will close P.
seasontonight and tomorrow with
"George Washington Slept Hen'
at the Kenlake Amphitheatre. Nanette Solomon and Trudy 1.
ly of Murray attended t',
membershp and rushing worksii,
at international headquarters •
Eh. guaranteeing the basic rights of all, the U.S Constitution esAlpha Gamma Delta Sorority
tablished a watchword for our nation: tolerance. Mr. Jones mas be a
Indianapolis, Ind. Baptist and a Democrat hut that doesn't keep him (nun respecting
Thirty yearS'ago
his neighbor. Mrs. Smith. who happens to be a Methodist and a
The Rev, T.A. Thacker
Republican. Iftvould never occur to either of them that tasks should
Maysville has accepted.the_cali
pastor
of Memorial Baptist.
be passed outlawing churches and politteal'parfies other than then
Dear Editor:
First Baptist here in Murray. given
Church
.
He
will begin his duties. fr
own.
us,
and
whether we perform
If you have seen some kids After Ron and,' marrie
d, he mov- it or only listen to it, He expects
Sept.
4.
•
Freedom to choose our own lifestyles and to grant others the
us
around town lately during the day ed his membership
from Poplar to use the kind that will
Births reported at MUTT:1y
build up
that yOu think ought to be in Spring Baptis
same right is the true spirit of America. To forget those principles is
t Church to First and not destroy lives.
Hospital include a girl to Mr. all!!
He expects
school, they just might be students Baptist, where
to begin to destroy that precious gift given to us 200 years ago by.
we continue to us to use it in
Mrs. John Edward Poe and a bo‘
a
way
so as to bring
of Eastwood Christian. Starting work together. Eastwo
our Founding Fathers--the U.S. Constitution hi
od has add- glory to Him and
to
Mr. and Mrs. Bobbie
to help and indate for them is Sept 10. Formal ed, in these past
nine years, a spire others
Hendri
ckson.
to seek and find a
registration was held Thursday broader dimension
ihki is one of a series of columns celebrating the 200th annisersan
of the I. .5.
to our lives; as deeper relationship
Margie
Hearld Whitmer anti
Constitution.
with
Him.
and Friday, but places are still we have found that
the Lord can
Charles W. Waldrop were married
1987 PM Fd,IonaI SPO.,PS
open for addi- use us here also.
Through the tools that He gives
Aug. 10 at Speed Memorial
tional enroll"Throughout my life I have been
us, as we share them together, we
Church, Speed. Ind.
ment. If you are able to touch lives with many peo- find thate Jesus Christ is a
most
Officers of Lynn Grove High'
looking for a real ple who know and love music. satisfying Savior, keeper, and
School unit of Parent-Teacher
challenge for These people have inspired me
guide in our daily lives.
Association are Mrs. Billy Muryour child — join and challenged me as God led me
Linda Wright
dock, Mrs. Bill Scott, Mrs. Glenn
up -with the to become a music teacher.
Rt. 7, Oaks Estate
Kelso and Mrs. Ted Potts,
By Ken Wolf
de la Rochefoucauld (1613-16801 ofChallengers! Not Throughout the years, I'm learnMurray. Ky, 42071
Mrs. Walter Hutchens and son.
fer balance:
only will they ing that music in and of itself does
Tommy
. are visiting their son and
Linda
For those of us who occasionally
%right
Those who apply themselves
challenge any not give satisfaction and meaning
brother, Porter Hutchens , and
become .overburdened with the
too closely to little things
other school acadernically, they in life. Only Jesus
Christ can do
family of Chirkago, Ill.
many details of life, these words
often become incapable of
also challenge the students to that. Musk is a tool
19s
,-1,41oughl Synd In,
that
God
Olt,Ikkg±r0;1
has
from the French moralist Francois
J17100 ears ago
,LVIVICS:74:2f1,1t7.:21,
4
great things.
ANrAlli.„
Wive for high morals arid
""••••T,
No cases of anthrax have been
spiritual growth. Teachers and
reported in Calloway County, acstaff work to give their all to each
cording to officials of Murray
Miirray Ledger & Times
student for his or her total
Livestock Co. and Dr. J.M. Condevelopment. The following is the
verse, veterinarian. Anthrax has
WALTER L APPERSON, Publisher
testimony given by the music
reported in several counties
been
TED DELANEY, Circulation & Production Manager
teacher on enrollment night.
west of Calloway'County.
DAVE REEVES, Advertising Manager
"Thesummer before I went into
To the editor:
BARB PAYTES, Classified Manager
. Brown C. Tucker, quarter2nd grade, the Lord saved me. He
We wish to take this opportunity
master of Calloway county Post
ALICE ROUSE, Business Office Manager
started preparing my heart for
to thank the Civic Music AssociaNo. 5638 of Veterans of Foreign The Murray Ledger & Times (liSPS 308-700)
this event and the adventure that
tion for adding an exciting,
Wars, explains eligibility for
The Murray Ledger & Times is published every afternoon except Sundays.
has followed, through the inenriching element to our commembership in a press release
July 4, Oulattnaa Day, New Years Day and Thanksgiving Day by Murray
fluence of ChrTitiaii-Parents who
munity. We appreciate having the
Newspapers Inc. 1001 Whltnell Dr . Murray. Ky 42071 Second Class Postage
today.
took me to church three times a
Paid at Murray. Ky 4.2071
opportunity to attend the proMr. and Mrs. Hasten Wright and
week,
and
as
they
good
set
grams each year and applaud
a
exSUBCRIPTION RATES In areas iserved by carriers $4 00 per month
son. Rheamond, are visiting
ample for me on how to live life.
your making some of the propayable In advance By mall In Calloway County and to Benton. Hardin
relatives in Amarillo, Texas, and
Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington, Ky , and Parts, Buchanan and Puryear
grams available to our school
"At the age of seven, after being
Oklahoma City, Okla.
To. $48 00 per yesr By mall to other elesUnatlona 02 60 per year
children.
saved I was baptized into the
Wood cut into stovewood lengths
To nsach all departments of the newspaper phone 768-19111
Sincerely.
fellowship of Hazel Baptist
The Murray Ledger 6 Time.Is a member of the Associated Press, Kentucky
is listed as selling for $2 and $1.50
Press Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers Association
Don and Jean Bennett
Church. We continued there
per rick in an ad for Sykes Bros.
The Associated Preen is exclusively entPlod to news originated by The Mur
regularly until I was 16, when we
806 S. 16th St.
ray Ledger a Times
Milling Co., South Fourth Stree,
Murray, Ky.
moved our church membership 4:1
•
Murray.
In his classic novel /984. the British writer-George Orwell
-iteated a society where government reigned surpreme over the ph sate lives of all its citizens. The world, untortunately. is crowde
d
with governments that !Olio% the "Big Brother- example outlined
in /984.
Americans are protecttil from sith abuse of power by the U.S.
Constitution. whose 200th anniversary we are celebrating this year.
The power of-the federal government is tempered with specific limitations on its power over individual citizens. Under our democratic
form of gosernment, where the majority of the electorate chooses
our leaders. the Constitution wisely protect& the rights of those in
the minority.
The framers of our .6inStitution were well aware ,of the often
flagrant abuse'
of power by colonial governments. Many colonies
had adopted state religions suppOned by public tax dollars. If the
members of a certain denomination or sect were predominant in a
colony, they were able to. and often did, outlaw the open worship
of other creeds. While the cruelestdiscrimination may have been in
Puritan -dominated New England. where followers of other faiths
v.er-e at times executed. other arras also had long .records of
comination For example. Baptist preachers were jailed routinely in
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Letters To The Editor

Eastwood Christian School stresses morals

Thoughts In Season
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MCMA lauded
for local work
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MURRAY TODAY
Dealt)
DEAR ABBY: Re the letter signed
"Brokenhearted in N.J.," who called
her wedding off, then expected her
fiance ("Joe") to reimburse her
We're Glad
You Asked

Does Pre-Planning
"Lock-In" My Wishes?
We were visited the other
(lay by a young woman who
was confused about preplanning for funeral services.
"I'd like to make my wishes
known.•' she said, "but what
happens if I change my mind?
Aren't my choices 'locked-in'
for good?"
Just the opposite. we
assured her. In fact, one advantage of planning now for
future funeral needs is that
you can change any detail of
your plan at any time. Or if a
person wanted to change
funeral homes they could.
What's "locked-in" is our
guarantee that you'll receive
exactly the services you've indicated. There's no battery of
minor decisions to worry your
family in their time of sorrow:
everything will have been
taken care of. Or, if you prefer,
you can specify only certain
items, such as your choice of
clergyman or your preference
for type of casket or cremation.
The things most important
to you will be all settled - and
the resulting peace-of-mind is
one of the most precious gifts
you can give your family.
There is still enough activity to
keep them busy in the "dark
hours."
We have all the information
you'll need to plan for those
funeral arrangements. Please
call or stop by for an appointment. We're here to be of
service.

Jo Burkeen, editoj

— Community events are listed

Past Entanglement
Prevents Couple From
Tying the Knot

Tuesday,Sept. 1
Murray TOPS i take off pounds
sensibly i Club will meet at 71).m.
at Health Center.
- -Murray Elementary PTA will
meet from 6 to 7 p.m. at Robertson
By Abigail Van Buren
Center and from 7:30 to 8:30 p.m.
parents for the "thousands of feelings and actions were justifi- at Carter Center.
dollars" they had spent on wedding able.
---plans. "Brokenhearted" wrote:
Southwestern District Dental
NANCY ENGLAND,
"When Joe proposed to me, he
PALM BAY, FLA. Assistants Society will meet at
revealed that he had lived with a
7:30 p.m. at West Kentucky
girl before I knew him. She became
DEAR NANCY ENGLAND: Technical Vocational School,
pregnant, he didn't want to marry
her, she didn't want an abortion, so When "Brokenhearted" said Paducah. For information call
she had the baby. Joe convinced me yes to Joe's proposal, she was 1-901-782-3286.
---and my parents that he had no assured -thet his financial obliobligation whatsoever to this gations to his child were fulKappa Department of Murray
woman or the child - that his f44ed and he would have no Woman's Club will have a salad
attorney had settled it with her and "further contact with either suppe at 6:30 p.m. at club house.
her attorney. Two weeks before our mother or child.
---I agree, this was not the
wedding date, Joe told me that he
Department
Delta
of Murray
manly
course
to
take,
but
his
had been suddenly served with
papers for child support, had de- financial and emotional obliga- Woman's Club will have a potluck
cided to support the child and was tions to this woman were not supper at 6 p.m. at club house.
---asking for visitation rights. _Be- the issue. Joe had presented
Auditions for -Arsenic and Old
cause our lives would be drastically himself as a man free from all
changed, and because...LAVA* Joe past entanglements; then after Lace" will be at 7 p.m. at
she. agreed to marry him, she
lied to me about his obligation
learned that she would not be Playhouse in Murray-Calloway
child, I called the weddig off."
getting the kind of marriage she County Park.
---Abby, I am very dipappointed expected.(Some women prefer a
that you encouraged thA woman's husband who comes with no
National Boy Scout Museum will
pompous, spoiled-brat actions. Joe "baggage" — just as some men_ be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
has a parental obligation to the prefer a wife without an ex--- child he helped to bring into this husband and children.)
Murray
Moose
Lodge will have
world, whether intentional or not,
You say "Brokenhearted"
and he should help support it and be behaved like a pompous,spoiled a business meeting at 8 p.m. with
an active father presence in this brat to declare that since Joe officers to meet at 7 p.m.
---child's life.
changed the rules, she didn't
•
Revelation Seminar will be at 7
want
to
marry
him.
I
disagree.
I work in a law office, and_, see
I think she is entitled to
at Murray Seventh-day
people change their minds, deals
fall apart and agreements unravel change'her 'mind since he Adventist Church.
changed the rules. And let us
---daily.
not overlook the fact that she
AA will meet at 8 p.m. at
Actually, this woman has done thinks Joe lied to her from the
her fiance a valuable favor by beginning. Solid marriages are American Legion Building, South
showing him what she is really not built on foundations of Sixth and Maple Streets.
made of. If she had really loved him, misrepresentation, anger and
Open water and scuba class will
she would have accepted and loved mistrust.
his child as well. I hope you print
1 stick with my original an- start at 6 p.m. in Room 105, Carr
this because others in this woman's swer: "Rejoice; you could have. Health Building, Murray State
circumstances might be led to married this man. I think you University.
believe, by your response, that her and your parents got offcheap."
-- -Bea Walker Group of First Baptist Church WMU will meet at 7:30
p.m. at home of Anne Vinson

& R Car Wash
Let Us:
*Hand Wash & Vacuum
*Hand Wash, Vacuum,
Hand Wax

$10"
520"

753-01 19

Women's Guild of St. Leo's
Catholic Church will have its annual membership tea at 7 p.m. at
Gleason Hall.
Senior citizens' activities will be
at 9:30 a.m. at Dexter Center:
from 10 a.m. to 2 pm.at Hazel and
Willis Centers: from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. at Ellis Center.
----

Wednesday,Sept. 2
Prepared Childbirth Class will
begin at 7 p.m. in third floor
education unit of "Murray.
.Calloway County Hospital.
---Hazel and Douglas Centers will
be open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities by senior citizens.
---Mission groups of Cherry Corner
Baptist Church are scheduled to
meet at 7 p.m.
---Mission groups of Flint Baptist
Church are scheduled to meet at 7
p.m.
---Murray-Calloway County Inter.
Agency will meet at 11:30 a.m. at
Golden Corral Restaurant.
---Ladies' day events at Oaks
Country Club will be golf at 9 a.m.
and bridge at 9:30 a.m.
---Ladies of Murray Country Club
Will play golf at 9 a.m.
- - -Events at Calloway Public
Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hour
at 10:30 a.m.
---Health Express of Murray.
Calloway County Hospital will do
blood pressure, glaucoma and vision at Brown's Market from 9 to
it a.m. and Duncan's Market from
12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
- --Diet and Diabetes will meet at 2
p.m. in third floor education unit
of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
- --National Boy Scout Museum will
be open from 10 a.m. to? p.m.
- --Mid-week prayer service, RAs,
GAs and Mission Friends will
meet at 7 p.m. at Elm Grove Baptist Church.
--Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include prayer
meeting and youth Bible study at 7
p.m. and Sanctuary Choir at 8
p.m.
Events at First United
Methodist Church will include
Covenant Prayer Group at 10
a.m.; Wesley luncheon at 11 a.m

Hours:
Monday thru Saturday
7:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

The Miller
Funeral Homes

J & R Car Wash

311 North 4th St.
Murray
Main Street Hazel

810 Sycamore Street
(Beside Buck's Body Shop)

AT FANTASTIC SAM'S

Wirray Ledger & Times

Diabetics Taking Control will
meet at 4:30 p.m. in third floor
education unit of Murray Calloway County Hospital. The
program will be about insurance
---Hospice Volunteer Training Sessions will begin at 6 p.m. in third
floor education unit of Murray.
Calloway County Hospital. For information call Nancy Rose at the
hospital.
Hearing screenings will be conducted in Murray City School
System today.
---National Boy Scout Museum will
be open from 10 a.m to 7 p.m.
---

DATEB

Baby, dismissals
listed for Sunday
One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday. Aug.
30, have been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Ravelette baby boy, parents,
Donna and James. Rt. 1, Box 22,
Sedalia.
Dismissals
Mrs. Sandra Norton and baby
boy. Box 861. Paris. Tenn.: Mrs.
Jeanetta Snyder and baby girl.
Box 945, Cadiz:
James Harper, F11 Coach
Estates, Murray: Mrs. Debra
Richardson, Rt. 1, Farmington:
Mrs. Icle Spann. C/o Dale
Spann. Murray: Clarence Compton, 831 Hurt Dr., Murray.

Wednesday,Sept. 2
Youth Club at 5 p.m., Administrative Board at 730 p.m.
---Events at First Christian
Church will include Youth Club at
4:45 p.m., Super dinrie at 5:30p.m.
and Adult Choir at 7:30 p.m.
---Events at First Baptist Church
will be Bible Study at 10 a.m.;
fellowship supper at 5:30 p.m.;
payer meeting, youth fellowship
and children's choirs at 6:30 p.m.;
adult choir at 7:45 p.m.
---Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850; LBL Wildlife at 2
p.m. at Woodlands Nature Center:
Skywalk at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. and
Magic of the Night at 12 noon and 4
p.m. at Golden Pond Visitor
Center.
- -- Thursday,Sept, 3
Preceptor Omicron Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at 7:30
p.m. at Chamber of Commerce
building.
- - -Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of Beta
Sigma Phi is scheduled to meet at
7:30 p.m. at Ellis Center
--- Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will do
blood pressure, glaucoma and vision at Dees Bank of Hazel from 9
to 11 a.m. and at Farley's Market
at Crossland from 12:30 to 2:30
p.m.

JPSASQC plan

eeting

Jackson Purchase Section of American Society for Quality Control
will meet Thursday. Sept. 10, at Holiday Inn, Mayfield. Dr Jerry
Mays, chairman of the Department of Communication at Murray
State University, as guest speaker will talk about "Effects of Communication on the Quality of the Organization." A social hour will be
start at 6 p.m., dinner will be served at 7 p.m. and Dr. Mays' presentation will be at 8 p.m. For information and reservations, contact Ron
Jones, 1-247-6730.

Garden Department will meet
Garden Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursday.
Sept. 3, at 1 p.m at the club house. "Landscaping" will be theme of
the program by Doug and Vickie Crafton. Hostesses will be Jo Cleta
Williams, Faye McConnell, Ann Uddberg and Margaret Owens

Tennis play on Thursday
Thursday Group (If Ladies' Tennis of Murray Country Club will
play Thursday, Sept:. 3, at 9 a.m. at the club courts. The line-up is as
follows: Court One - Andrea Hogancamp, Nancy Whitmer, Sharon
Wells and Gayle Foster; Court Two - Sharon Brown, Brenda Marquardt, Peggy Billington and Kathy Kopperud; Court Three - Lois
Keller, Shirley Homra, Frances Hulse and Marilyn Adkins.

Golf outing planned at club
CAN'T BUY ME

E--3

LOVE
FULL METAL
JACKET CI
Look and feel
fantastic when our
professional and attentive
haircare specialists give you
our high quality, salon-perm featuring Helene Curtis
products- all at a Fantastic price!

Dads' and Daughters' Golf Outing will be Sunday. Sept. 6, at 4 p m
at Murray Country Club. Following the golfing, a family potluck supper will be served. Those desiring to play in the event are asked to
call Ann Uddberg or the pro shop at the club.

State fair winners named
More winners in the Kentucky State Fair at Louisville have been
released by fair officials. Calloway County High School Chapter of
Future Farmers of America won first place in Nursery Judging Contest. The Liberty Boys of Marshall County won first place in Gospel
Quartet Contest.
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Fantastic Sam's
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Fantastic Sam's

2608 Park Ave.
Paducah, Ky. 42001

Olympic Plaza
Murray, Ky. 42071

442-4386

733-0342

The original family haircutters

THE ORIGINAL FAMILY HAIRC TTERS:

STEVF MARTITI
DARYL HANNAH
MEW ellille•LS
My Demon Lou..
Crocodile Dundee
Ile41100/11 Wind** • 3 Arn,yot
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753-3314 1008 CHESTNUT

OWNED AND OPERATED BY TOM & YVONNE KEY
NO APPOINTMENTS NECESSARY
OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK 9-6 MON.-SAT (9-7 THURS
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Fried Chicken (3 pieces I, French Fries,
Cole Slaw & Roll

Only $199Every
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Pond Raised Catfish Steaks
French Fries, Cole Slaw, & Hush Puppies

1510 Chestnut St.

Cheri Theatre Lobby
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MiA-ray Ledger & Times
Material for this page was submitted by the
administrative starts of
the Murray independent School District and the
Calloway County
School District and edited by the staff of the Ledger
t nines."Please
direct your questions and comments about area
public schools to the
Murray City Schools (753-4363) or the Calloway
County Public
Schools (7531893).

Lunch is a fun time for students at Southwest Elementary School.
Sack lunches are planned occasionally and If weather permits, a
pie
nic lunch is enjoyed by all. Pictured are a group of fourthgrade
students enjoying their "Special Lunch."

City elementary principal Jackson
says 'Kids Company' will serve 46
Murray Elementary Principal
Willie Jackson has announced that
The Kids' Company, the
afterschool childcare program
sponsored by Murray Elementary
School, will accommodate 40
students In the 1987-88 school year.
The Kids' Company is for
children in grades K-4 who attend
Murray Elementary School.
Enrollment last year was limited
to 20 students, and a waiting.list
was maintained.
Jackson said that if there is
substantial new enrollment the
school system will hire an additional person to work with the
students.
The program is currently
directed by teacher Rebecca Cunningham. Cunningham, who is
Chapter I ( reading) instructor at

Murray Elementary during the
regular school day, is assisted by a
teachers' aide.
Students enrolled in the Kids'
Company meet everyday after
school in the gymnasium/cafeteria at Robertson
Center until 5 p.m. Jackson said
that the program incorporates
drama, art, various learning activities, outdoor play and supervised opportunities for children to
complete homework assignments.
The cost for Kids' Company is
$20 per week with $10 per week for
the second child in the same
family.
To register or for more information, contact Principal Jackson at
Robertson Elementary Center,
7M-5022.

Mrs. Jean Warren, Calloway County school
nurse, explains the proper care of teeth to second -grade students at
Southwest Elementary
School. Warren spends one day a week in each
of the three elementary centers and one day at Calloway County High
School and Middle
School. A new prevention program will be started
this year. Each
students in grades one through five will apply
topical-flouride one
time each week. This prevention program has
been recommended by
national, state and local dental,organizations. A
reduction in tooth
decay has been noted in schools where this
program has been
established.

Kentucky State Police Information Officer Chuck
Robertson speaks
to the children on safety.

Students at East Elementary School completed the nutrition unit
by
making some delicious foods from scratch. Grinding wheat for
homemade bread was the most unusual activity.

Dr. Robert Salley is demonstrating good
pet care with the first grade
at North Calloway Elementary School.
'WHEW! I finally see the butter,' were sentiments expressed
by Hope
Thorn as she churned butter. Richard Kirby "works" the first
batch
of butter to remove whey.

David Jewel of Shirley's Florist explains the proper care of blooming
plants.

First graders at North Elementary
learn subjects in untraditional way
Keith Ross greases the pan while Missy Stubblefield,
Jana Herndon.
Robert Jaszenko. ('aria Futrell and Erica Cossey
add other ingredients to the ground wheat. Danielle Williams control
s the switch to
start the mixing and kneading process.

With about three-quarters of the children purchasing lunch every day
from the school cafeterias, food service staffers in the city and county
work hard to prepare foods they like. Above, a youngster in the city
school system breaks open a fortune cookie.

City Schools to conduct hearing tests
As a phase of the Hearing Conservation Program in the
Murray City School System, hearing screenings will be coticluc
ted on Thursday
and Friday, Sept. 3 and 4. Grades 1-3, all transfer and
high risk
students at all schools will be screened. Donna Alexan
der and Jan
Seargent, speech/language pathologists with the school
system, will
be in charge of the screening, a quick and effective way
to identify
students with a hearing loss. Parents/guardians will be
notified only
If a problem is detected and additional testing is necess
ary. Martin
Amundson, an audiologist form the Kentucky Bureau of Handic
apped
Children, will be present to make referrals.

For more information write or call
Route 3, Box 292, Cadiz, Ky. 42211
Phone 302-924-3398 3:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.

Each year begins with a unit on
bus and school safety to reinforce'
rules to insure a safe school year.
Cassity, Goetz and Burkeen further develop the units by using the
available community resources
through field trips and guest
speakers.

LMMM!! GOOD. (Left to right) Nekesha Miller, Ashley
Gilson,
Brandy Roberts, Tonya Morgan and Hope Thorn discuss
the results
of our nutrition activities as they sample the homemade
whole
bread, butter, sorghum from the James Wilson Farm, yogurt, wheat
honey
and assorted fruits. All the students in Mrs. Redick's class
agreed
that eating was the best part of the study of nutrition.

Ron Christopher t.- Randy Hutchens
.tt, pica.sed to ;illti()tinco..
titelf 3NNOCi1tiOrl

CUSTOM BUILT HEIRLOOM QUALITY FURNITURE
Each piece individually made by
Master Craftsman, George Southwick.
We refinish, restore or reproduce antiques.

The first graders at North
Calloway Elementary are taught
science, social studies and health
in a nontraditional manner. Instead of using the textbook as a
primary source of information, it
is used as a resource reference.
In the development of each
specified unit to be taught, Mrs.
Jackie Cassity, Ms. Karen Goetz
and Mrs. Anita Burkeen follow the
Calloway County program of
studies.
Nineteen basic units are taught
throughout the year. Career, drug
and alcohol, nutrition and
character are the four state mandated subject areas from which
the units are developed. In addition to the basic subject areas,
enrichments such as dinosaurs,
sea, pet care and children around
the world are taught.

With

Warren K Hopkins
for thc gcncrat.practicc
ot- law •
with,- the firm name ()/.

Christopher, Hutchens
& Hopkins , e
Attornev.s :MO Cot/rise/ors At

205 S. Oh

St.. Murray
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FOLK ARTISTS AND
FOLK ART: A PROFILE
SepteMber-3 October 11

OPENING RECEPTION
September 3, 7:30 p.m.
Pkasep.in us for the opening of the Fall Seasop olexhibitions

and activities at the Clara M. Eagle Gallery Robint
PI
the Tennessue Arts Commission will talk about the artists
and
their work, and I )(mg Nesbitt and The Four Rivrs
Music
Frieirds will play traditionalIt
of the area. A eeeeption will
follow.
*

The Clara M. Eagle Gallery
Fourth floor. The Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center
Corner of 15th and OliveMurray, Kentucky 42071
(502) 762-67;i4
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Safety a must in the home workshop
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
The term "home workshop" can
mean any one of a variety of
things.
It can designate a place where
the home do-it-yourselfer takes
care of all house repairs or practices his hobby. Or it can mean a
nook in a closet, a corner in an attic, a large kitchen drawer jampacked with tools or a partitioned
area in a basement.
Lucky indeed is the man or
woman who actually has a
workshop somewhere in his house
with space enough for some power
tools and enough room to work on
projects of almost any kind. Still
luckier is the person whose
workshop permits the
maneuverability of materials, including sheets of plywood, hardboard or gypsum board; isn't too
damp or too hot or too cold; has
plenty of light and electrical
outlets; and has a certain amount
of privacy.

Where you locate the workshop
usually depends on what is
available and what kind of work
you will be doing most of the time
A basement usually is fine, but all
houses don't have basements. An
attic is good, but you have to be
sure the floor will support heavy
machines and noise can be controlled. A garage is excellent provided that heat or cooling is not absent and there is enough space so
the car won't be crowded out.
But a workshop also is a place
where accidents sometimes occur.
Therefore, when setting it up and
thinking about choosing a location,
always keep safety in mind. Few
people give this much thought. but
one of the most hazardous
elements in a workshop is the
floor.
It should be easy to clean, since
many accidents occur when people slip on sawdust and other
materials that aren't removed as
soon as they hit the floor. It also
should stand up under heavy wear.

Objects keep getting dropped on it,
machines keep getting moved
across it and large sheets of
plywood and similar building
items keep being shoved over it.
Good lighting is essential to
home workshop safety. Go out of
your way to install fixtures that
actually light up the area, in addition to the spotlight type of
gadgets for special kinds of work.
And be sure there are containers
in which to store flammable liquids and a w4y.x, to lock up
dangerous tools.
Familiarity breeds contempt
when using power machines,
which is why more accidents
seems to occur with them when
they have been in use for years
than during their early years in
the workshop.
Do-it-yourselfers who are very
careful with such things as electric saws when they first begin using them begin to get a little
careless after a year or two. They
neglect to utilize saw guards and

HOMES FOR AMERICANS

ignore other safety measures that
were carefully followed when the
machines first were used.
When working with an electric
tool and somebody walks into your
workshop, get into the habit of
stopping at once and turning off
the machine. Then and only,.then
should you begin a conversation.
Accidents have a way of taking
place when you look up to talk and
fail to keep your eyes on what you
'are doing. It takes just a fraction
of a second of inattention to set an
accident into motion. This also is
why you should stop work the
minute you feel the slightest bit of
fatigue, or are bored with what
you are working on.
Every workshop shoiiid be
equipped with methods of preventing, detecting and putting out
fires. Be sure, too, to have enough
containers for oily rags and
anything likely to erupt from spontaneous combustion. Tie first
order of business in equipping
your workshop is safety.

ii

Tips offered for repairing plaster wallboard
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
If you've ever made patching
repairs to wallboard, plaster or
ceilings, you know about the array
of treatment products on the
market. The many different types
of available spackling putties,
joint compounds; plaster patching
materials and repair kits make
the selection of the correct items

"I back the family
insurance Isell
with good
neighborservice.And our new
computer system
makes that good
service even better
Call me.

Omsk! E hen,'
Sou
N I

L,he a good nefghoo,
State Farm ,s mere

State Farm Insurance Comoanes
lamas

14Ottle0/1.CeS B10OrrioNtcyl

almost as challenging as the work
itself.
Most wallboard and plaster
repair products come in two forms
— dry powders and premixed
pastes. The dry powders can be
slightly less convenient to use
because you have to add water and
then mix to the proper consistency. Also, if you mix too much, leftover portions are not reusable, as
the mix will harden in the container. But powders do have their
advantages. They tend to set
faster and shrink less than the
premixed pastes. Also, they cost
less and last indefinitely, if left
sealed in their containers.
Pre-mixed pastes, on the other
hand, are easy to use, but will
shrink slightly upon application.
While shrinkage usually isn't a
concern for patching small cracks
and holes, it can create problems
when filling larger areas.
Generally, powders will get the
job done more efficiently than
pastes when filling medium and
large holes and cracks. Medium
gaps are in the li-inch to 1-inch
category, large ones over 1-inch
wide. Pastes can be used over
these large areas, but several applications usually will be required.
One word of caution about
powders. The chemical reaction
involved in the setting process can
irritate or burn exposed skin, so
wear rubber gloves when working

with them.
A talk with Barbara Casserly
brought out some facts about the
three basic wall repair products.
She is product manager of the
Durabond Division of USG Industries. She said spackling putty,
the most widely used wall repair
item, is easy for do-it-yourselfers
to use. Designed for filling and
concealing small cracks, nail
holes and blemishes in plaster, it
usually is available in paste and
powder forms.
A new type of spackling putty
now on the market combines the
advantages of paste convenience and powdered nonshrinkingi putties. It is a premixed,
easy-to-use paste that will not
shrink after application and requires little, if any, sanding. It
dries quickly, usually in about 15
minutes for small cracks and
holes.
Plaster of Paris is not recommended for do-it-yourselfers. For
pros, it is an excellent material
because it sets quickly without
shrinking and can be used to cover
large areas in one application. But
for the average handyman, it can
be unforgiving because it sets so
quickly and so hard that mistakes
are not easily correctable.
Plaster wall patches are designed for patching and filling very
large cracks, holes and breaks in
wallboard and plaster. If you are

filling large holes or wallboard
breaks over 1-inch wide, this probably is the best product to use. It
comes in powdered form only, yet
the setting time is considerably
longer than Plaster of Paris, so
mistakes can be corrected. Its advantage is that it sets to a hard,
durable finish. But it can be difficult to sand. Apply it carefully so
only a minimum of sanding is
needed.
Manufacturers recently introduced wallboard repair kils
that include the materials needed
to fill and patch a wide variety of
imperfections. The kits can be
very practical, especially when
working on an older home that has
a lot of wallboard problems.
Construction
Total new spending
in billions of dollars
seasonally aatosted
annual rates
$4

3.80
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Hardware
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COVERED IN HORIZONTAL WOOD siding. this contemporarv.
expansion house has three bedrooms It features a dramatic slopeceiling living room and a large master suite. Plan 11A14311) has
1.310 square feet on the first floor and 590 on the second. For more
information write enclosing a stamped. self-addressed envelope
— to architect Roger T Panek, 4' W 4mth St . New York. NY
10036.

THE ACES ON BRIDGE' BOW WOLFF
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BEST BUYS Of THE MONTH
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Corwnercs

Fifty years ago. The Bridge
World magazine (a monthly publication for the bridge congnoscenti,
39 W. 94th St., New York, NY,
10025) accurately analyzed today's
hand. Give the North-South hands to
some of your partners and see if
they will make the winning play
The heart 10 is ducked in dummy
and East plays the jack. Should
South win his queen without looking
back?
If he does, he loses the game
Whether he leads spades first or diamonds doesn't matter. West will
win either ace quickly and attack
dummy's heart ace. South must still
knock out another ace, and this time

CODE ONE

SMOKE
DETECTOR

Small Meaty

_ Pork Ribs

lb $ 1 99

Field's

Wieners

PII:715(1 7E1 1
1.5E00538209i

lb $ 1 99

Choice
• Detects flaming & smoldering
fires early
• Loud 85 decibel horn
•9-voit battery included
•Protect your family!

$3
99

Ribeyes

lb

Smoke

Jowl

AS
ADVERTISED
ON NATIONAL T.V.

lb

$

1 19

lb

71.b, Box

Sliced Cheese

$299'

$ 1050

Partin'S

Country Sausage

lb. $

1 69

Baby

Limas

699
599

20 lb. box $ 1

Purple Hull

Peas

,

.20 lb.

Ground Beef $ 1 946
Patties....14 lb. box
AS ADVERTISED
ON NATIONAL T.V.

AS
ADVERTISED
ON NATIONAL T.V.

Serving you since 1955

Murray Supply Co.
808 E. Main

753-3361

I

_
GIBSON HAM CO.
—

South holds •A 6
•K 10 9 8 4 3
•A 7 5
+92
East
South
•
ANSWER: One heart. Too good to
pre-empt two hearts. The weak
jump overcall should be reserved
for weaker hands with a good sixcard suit.

box $ 1

100% Quarter Pounders

•lightweight, with stay-cool outer shell
•large water window
1101,
r
•Convenient center swivel cord
40 1613714/

9I

Pork

knderloin

NORTH
8Qrs9 l • A
yeA1622
109

*K J 7 4
WEST
EAST
40 A 6
•7 5 4 32
•K 10 9 8 4 3
•A 7 5
•10 9 6 3
+92
+653
SOUTH
•K J 8
•Q 75
•KQJ
•A Q 108
Vulnerable Both
Dealer: South
The bidding:
South
West
North
East
1 NT
2•
3 NT
All pass
Opening lead Heart 10
BID WITH THE ACES

SU
MM
ER
FOOD SPE-I:MILS

.10'x 25' clear or block
• Rugged 3 mil polyethylene plash(
• Dozens of uses'
• Use as drop cloth, weed barner,
boat & pool cover & more

West is ready with his hearts for at
least one down.
South should credit West for both
missing aces to justify his vulnerable two-level overcall Therefore,
there is no chance for the game if
South wins the first trick. His only
hope is that East's heart jack is
singleton If South ducks, East must
shift, preventing West from bringing in his heart suit
Fifty years ago there was no
mention of the killing opening lead
of the heart king This year, there
was It shows how far we have progressed in :
50
,

Wholesale & Retail Meat

Phone 753 1601
7 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
We Accept
107 N. 3rd St.
7 a.m.-12 p.m. Sat.
Food Stamps
-Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray"
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Cardinals blank Reds, Guidry gets 'rare' win
hitless relief for the victory and
Roger McDowell got the last out
for his 22nd save.
Giants 5, Expos 0
Dave Dravecky pached a five
By The Associated Press
hitter for his third shutout of the
season and Kevin Mitchell and
The St. Louis Cardinals have
Candy Maldonado hit home runs
been very good this year. And
as San Francisco beat Montreal at
after John Tudor's latest effort, it
Candlestick Park.
appears they will be even better in
Dravecky, 8-9, tied five other
September.
pitchers
for the league lead in
Tudor pitched eight shutout innshutouts by blanking the Expos,
ings as St. Louis beat the Cincinwho had won five straight.
nati Reds 4-0 Monday night for the
Cubs 4, Astro§ 3
Cardinals' sixth straight victory.
Ryne Sandberg's first-inning
The Reds, third in the National
home run established a singleLeague West, have dropped nine
season
Chicago record for homers
of their last 10 games and trail San
and the Cubs defeated host
Francisco by six games.
Houston, sending the Astros to
Tudor, 5-2, allowed five hits,
season-high sixth straight
their
walked one and struck out four in
loss.
his seventh start since coming off
Sandberg's home run, his 15th,
the disabled list. Todd Worrell got
gave
the Cubs 183 for the season.
the final three outs for the first.
Chicago's previous record of 182
place Cardinals, allowing one hit.
was set in 1858. The NL record for
"I've still got a little ways to
a
162-game season is 207 set in 1966
go," Tudor said. "I'm still not getby Atlanta.
ting the outside part of the plate
Chicago rookie Les Lancater,
the way I'd like to, but I am mak5-1,
allowed two runs and six hits
ing better pitches."
In 7 1-3 innings. Lee Smith pitched
The Cardinals at 79-51 lead the
the final 1 2-3 for his 32nd save.
second-place New York Mets by
Phlllies 4, Dodgers 2
54 games and Montreal by six
Shane Rawley improved his
games heading into the final six
lifetime record against Los
weeks of the season.
Angeles to 9-0 and Mike Schmidt
Tudor sustained a broken bone
hit his 523rd home run as visiting
in his right knee in a freak acciPhiladelphia defeated Los
dent when New York catcher
Angeles, the Dodgers' fifth
Barry Lyons crashed into him in
straight loss.
the St. Louis dugout during a game
Rawley, 17-6, leads the NL in
April 19. The pitcher was sidelined
victories.
until July 30. In his six previous
starts since coming off the DL.
Pirates 7, Braves 3
Tudor had not pitched more than 6
Mike Dunne pitched a six-hitter
2-3 innings.
and rookie Jose Lind hit a two-run
Meta 6, Padres 5
triple as Pittsburgh beat visiting
Howard Johnson led off the top-- Atlanta for the Pirates' seventh
of the 10th inning with his 33rd
straight victory.
tibme run to lift New York over
The Braves have lost five
San Diego. Johnson homered on a
straight.
1-1 pitch from reliever Keith Corn...
Dunne,-9-kallowed an unearned
stock,,2-1,
run in the third and gave up Ozzie
Jesse Orosco, 1-7, worked 22.3 of
Virgil's 24th homer.

National

•

American
On a rare night for Ron Guidry,
he did two significant things he
hasn't done all season: balk and
win a game at Yankee Stadium.
The veteran left-hander overcame a rare balk that handed
Oakland an early run and went on
to pitch the New York Yankees to
a 4-1 victory over the Athletics
Monday night, his first at the
Stadium this year.
"I was upset for a second," he
said of the bases-loaded balk he
committed in the fourth inning
that gave the Athletics a temporary 1-0 lead. But I had to-shrug it off."
The balk was only the sixth of
Guidry's career. Meanwhile, the
victory was his first at the
Stadium since Sept. 14 of last
season, even though he has pitched well at home. In 52 2-3 innings
at Yankee Stadium this year,
Guidry has allowed only 13 earned
runs for a 2.22 ERA.
Guidry, 4-8, allowed four hits in 7
1-3 innings and got offensive support from Ron Kittle and Don Mattingly, who each hit two-run
homers.
Athletics Manager Tony
LaRussa requested that the umpires confiscate Kitties bat after
the Yankees' designated hitter
homered off Curt Young, 11-7, in
the fourth inning.
Guidry, who entered the game
with an 0-4 record at home, scattered three singles and a double
while striking out 10 and walking
three.
Tim Stoddard picked up his
seventh save.
Orioles 4, Mariners 3
Mike Hart's home run touched
off Baltimore's three-run rally in

the fifth inning as the Orioles
defeated Seattle. Hart's homer.
which snapped a 1-1 tie, came off
Mike Morgan, 10-15, who was trying to equal his career-high victory total.
Winner Mike Griffin, 3-5, had to
leave the game with two outs in
the sixth after Mike Kingery lined
a drive off his right thigh. Reliever
Mark Williamson allowed Ken
Phelps' 21st homer in the eighth
and Valle's 12th homer in the ninth
before Tom Niedenfuher came on
for his 10th save.
Indians 7, Tigers?.
Tommy Hinzo had four hits,
drove in two runs and scored twice
as Cleveland beat Detroit.
John Farrell, 3-0, making his
third start and fourth major
league appearance since being
called up Aug,_ 18, pitched six-hit
ball before needing relief help in
the ninth from Ed Vande Berg.
The Indians battered Frank
Tanana, 13-9, for 10 hits and four
runs in the six innings he worked.
White Sox 5, Royals 3
Carlton Fisk went 3-for-3, including a three-run homer, and
knocked in all five runs as Chicago
beat Kasas City.
Jose DeLeon, 8-11, gained his
third consecutive victory with 11
strikeouts in seven-plus innings.
Bobby Thigpen recorded his
seventh save.
Danny Jackson, 7-16, took the
loss.
Angels 8, Blue Jays 7
The California Angels won when
Jack Howell scored from third
base on a passed ball in the 11th inning when the Toronto Bluejays'
Tom Henke, 0-5, threw a high
fastball that catcher Ernie Whitt
could not handle.
Willie Fraser, 9-8, struck out two
batters in one inning of -work for
the win. Gary Lucas picked up his
third save by pitching the 11th.

NFL players, owners to resume negotiations
By DAVID GINSBURG
AP Sports Writer
WASHINGTON — NFL players
and owners have agreed to resume
negotiations for a new collective
bargaining agreement, spurred on
by the players' announcement of a
confidential strike deadline.
Hours before the current fiveyear contract expired at midnight
Monday, the NFL Players
Association's nine-man executive
committee set a deadline for a
walkout but would not reveal the
date
"I wish I could say that we have
made a lot of progress." NFLPA
executive director Gene Upshaw
said. "Over four years ago I
started down this road hoping to
reach an agreement short of a
work stoppage. Today I'm not so
optimistic that will occur because
of a lack of progress in
negotiations."
Upshaw said the committee
would recommend the strike
deadline date to 'the full board of
player representatives Sept. 8 in
Washington, adding that he

wanted the players to consider the
date before revealing it to the
public.
Hours after the news conference, Jack Donlan. the chief
negotiator for the owners, said the
parties have agreed to meet later
this week. He would not reveal the
date or site of the first meeting
between the two sides since Aug.
15.
The earliest the players could
strike is Sept. 15, because the
union on July 15 gave its mandatory 60 days' notice of a possible
strike to the National Labor Relations Board and the league's 28
teams. Donlan, however, said he
figures the union would likely not
call a strike until shortly after the
third game of the season, at which
point they would have accumulated the minimum amount
of time required to qualify:for a
year's pension.
.."I'm hoping that's the date they
have in mind," Donlan said.
"We've got a lot of issues to get
through. I don't think we could get
through them in a week or two."

Arbitrator sets ruling date

Rona fails to see importance
of 'landmark' collusion case
By The Associated Press

NEW YORK — Barry Rona, executive director of baseball's
Player Relations Committee,
doesn't understand the great anticipation by some people over arbitrator Tom Roberts' pending
ruling on the union's collusion
grievance.
"I don't personally view this as
a major landmark decision,"
Rona said Monday after Roberts
informed union and management
representatives that he would announce his decision Sept. 21.
"I think the decision, if it is for
the owners or the players, basically sill not have much impact, if
anon the free agent market," he
said.
"I say that because I know there
are no agreements between the
clubs. I know there have been no
rules that have been legislated
with respect to free agency. Individual clubs are imposing upon
themselves the restriction of
financial restraint."
That is not exactly how Don
Fehr, executive director of the
players association, sees it. His
grievance charged owners with
violating the collective bargaining
agreement, which prohibits the
clubs and players from acting in
concert against the otluir party.
Fehr made the collusion accusation after almost no offers were

made to the re-entry free agents
available in the winter of 1985. The
only players among 62 free agents
to change teams that winter were
journeymen Juan Beniquez and
Dane Iorg. The grievance was filed Feb. 2, 1986 when Kirk Gibson,
the top player available in that
class of free agents, reported no
offers from other teams and resigned with the Detroit Tigers.
A second grievance was filed
earlier this year on behalf of the
1986 free agents, who experienced
the same depressed marketplace.
It is currently being heard by arbitrator George Nicolau.
Roberts had begun to hear
arguments on the original
grievance last summer when
management, upset with his
earlier decision stripping drug
testing clauses from individual
player contracts, exercised its
right to dismiss him. The union
grieved the action because the
dismissal occurred in the middle
of AO ongoing hearing and it was
reversed by arbitrator Richard
Bloch, who returned Roberts to
the collusion case.
Roberts' decision had been expected Monday when he met with
Fehr and Rona. Instead they dealt
with what Fehr termed "a few
procedural matters," and the arbitrator set Sept. 21 for announcing his decision and award.
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The, union is seeking improvements in several areas, including guaranteed contracts, increased pension benefits and,
most importantly, a free-agent
system that does not involve
compensation.
Donlan has said free agency is
the main obstacle to an agreement. The owners are also seeking
a salary scale for rookies and
mandatory drug testing.
Upshaw, responding to reports
that owners have talked about using free agents in the event of a
strike, said: "We predicted things

that management would do, and
they're doing that."
Donlan confirmed that the signing of cut free agents was part of a
memo sent to the teams four months ago and again as a reminder
last week
Donlan said using free agents is
"just one of the options we have
We wouldn't try that without a full
meeting of all the owners."
In 1982, a 57-day player walkout
eliminated seven games from the
schedule. Commissioner Pete
Rozelle has said that strike cost
owners around $150 million.

Sports Nuggets
Hole-in-one

Rainey Apperson (right) is congratulated by Murray Country
Club golf pro Lynn Sullivan for her hole-in-one. Lolly Harris (left)
was Mrs. Apperson's playing partner when the shot took place.
• Rainey Apperson scored a hole-in-one Saturday. Lolly Harris,
Richmond, was playing with Mrs. Apperson when she used a four iton
to eagle the Murray Country Club's I17-yard 11th hole.
It was the second ace for Mrs. Apperson, who recorded her first at
the Mayfield Country Club in August of 1973.

1VISIT-Wlit time change
• Kickoff of the Murray State-Western Kentucky football game.
Sept. 19, has been changed from the 2,p4arinal 1 p.m. time to a 7:30 p.m.
start.
The time change was made possible by the installation of lights in
L.T. Smith Stadium. The knnual "Battle for the Red Belt"4- 'between MSC and WKU will be th first night game played in the
stadium.
Tickets for the contest will be available in the Murray State athletic
ticket office beginning Sept. 14. For further information, contact the
Racer ticket office at 762-4895.

Baseball 'Taylor'-made
•
I Former Calloway County slugger Sam Taylor just completed a
successful year in the Clark Griffith League, playing in Reston, Va.
Taylor, who hit .
University of Kentuck laa
season, was named the league'
MVP by a local newspaper, hitting .391 while driving in 33
runs. He led his team in games
29i, at-bats (128), runs t 381
and doubles t111.
The outfielder was second on
the team with 50 hits and third
with four homers.
Taylor also pitched 10 innings
for the Raiders, striking out 15
batters.
The Times, the publication giving the award, quoted Raider
manager Chuck Fans as saying, "He did it all — with his bat, his
glove, his arm and his speed — and he's a leader."
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fins 51
77
52 .597
79
Detroit
St IA.alis
5
57
565
1
74
54
585
77
Rev. York
Toronto
71. 57
562 6
74
57
565
Montreal
New York
519 11,-,
538
66
63
70
60
Milwaukee
Philadelphia
74
481 15
508 13
67
66
64
62
'• Chicago
Boston
71
458 BP-,
641
458 IS
60
71
Baltimore
Pittsburgh
389 274 '
51
sl
Nest ISivision
Cleveland
Pet.
GIS
15
I.
RPM Division
530 GB
70
62
I.
Pet.
W
San Francisco
4 1,
496
69
63
.523 65
66
Minnesota
Houston
'
i.,
485
67
64
511
14
68
64
Oakland
Cincinnati 500
3
431 13
66
66
56
74
Atlanta
California
127 13
496
34
75
66
56
65
Kansas Cit,
Los Angeles
469
7
77
412 15,,
61
69
54
San Diego
Texas
7L5
4F
61
70
- Monday's Games
Seattle
423 13
75
55
Chicago
Pittsburgh 7, Atlanta 3
Monday's Games
Chicago 4, Houston 3
c•
1
Oakland
St Louis 4, Cincinnati er
New York 4.
NeW,York 6, San Diego 5, 10 innow.
Baltimore 4. Seattle 3
Philadelphia 4, Los Angeles 2
Cleveland 7. Detroit 2
California P. Toronto 7. 11 innings
San Francisco 5. Montreal 0
Tuesday's Games•
Chicago 5. Kansas City 3
at - Pittsburg!
Atlanta I Z Smith 11 7
Only garnet scheduled
Tuesday's flame.
;Fisher 7.8). in,
Chicago I Moyer 10-11 .at Houston i Her.
Oakland 'Ontiveros 711.i at New York
nandez 0-01, n
iHudson 9 41. n
Cincinnati 1Hoffman 8.91 at St lAxiis
Seattle iBankhead 7.81 at Baltimore 'Ha
iForsch 10.4), in)
byan 4.3),in)
Akerfelds 1.4) at Detroit
Cleveland
New York 1Cone 3-31 at San Diego 1Jones
'Robinson 9-51.hi
Philadelphia 1 Maddox 1-0 at Ins Angeles
Witt 15.9 at Toronto Key
California
15.61, in;
Texas i Guzman 10.11) at C;hicago i Long
8.6).1n)
Boston 1Setters 5-6i at Minn14sota Niekro
6 101.
MilWaukee Higuera 139)at Kansas City
itiaberhagen 167). in

'Leary 310),on
Montreal 1 Youmans 8.6 at San Francisco
iReuschel 9.7 i. n ;

Atenday's Transactions
American Limailie+
BALTIMORE ORIOLES-Announced the
of Alan Wiggins in
suspension
Indefinite
fielder, by the Commissioner's Office for
improper behavior '' Traded Mike
Flanagan, pitcher, to the Toronto Blue Jays
for Oswald Peraza, pitcher. and • player to
be named later Recalled Jeff Ballard and
Luis DeLeon pitchers and Pete Stanicek
second baseman, from Rochester of the International League
OAKLAND ATHLETICS-Signed Gary
Lavelle, pitcher Recalled Brian Harper
catcher. from Tacoma of the Pacifi; Coast

League Sent 'Mee telper, pitcher, to theSan Diego Padres for a player to be named
later in the Strom Davis trade Sent Jose
yi and Dennis Lamp, pitchers, and Mike
G
Le
aau
llg
egpo. infielder, to Madison of the Midwest
TORONTO BLUE JAYS -Released 1, •
Niekro. pitcher
National League
ST 1.0118 CARDINALS- Placed 1
Lawless,
on. the 15-day di
list Purchased the conWist of4 iati I no... .
first baseman-outfielder, from Louisville •
the American Association

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 S SYCAMORE

!"'

M E

753-8355

Owens Corning
Roofing

8

$1

Per
49

Square
No. 225
In Stock Colors Only

Storage
Building
8 x 12

$549°)

Kitchen Cabinets
Wellborn
Merillat,
Schrock

NOW ON
SALE
Treated
Landscape Timbers
8 Long
LOWEST $279
PRICE
THIS
SUMMER

Building or Remodeling?
Come by and see us or give us a
call—we will gladly stop by your
building site to assist you
in all your building needs.
Light Bulbs

We Stock

4-Bulb Pack

OAK & POPLAR
Furniture
Grade Lumber

Per Pack
60-75-100 Watt
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Cost of education
primary concern

Calloway County students
doing research on residents
The Honors English IV claws
at Calloway County High School,
taught by Mrs. Mac (Lynda Coleman. are doing their research
papers on people and places in
Calloway County. Much of the
history of Calloway County is
recorded only in the memories of
its citizens, she explained.
"The help of the community is
needed for the students to have a
complete and accurate picture of
Calloway County, as it used to be,
as we41 as how it is today," she
said.
Listed are the topics chosen by
the students:
People: Dr. Marcus Pillow
Wilson: Betty Lowery; Thomas

Banks; Brown Tucker; Dr. C.
Jones; Buena Rose; Kelly Brooks
McCusiton; Mrs. Lilly Farris; and
M.C. Garrott.

Resident's will any type of information on these subjects or to purchase a copy of the book that will
be published may contact Coleman at Calloway County High
School at 753-5479

_-_

John Ho den

1VISI: student to work at Disne)World
John Hayden of Owensboro, a
junior marketing major at Murray
State University, will work at Walt
Disney World in the fall semester
.,of 1987 in a cooperative education
assignment with General Motors
(GM I.
Hayden, who worked in the summer with the Walt Disney World
Student Program, was one of four
students chosen for the job from a
field of more than 500 applicants.
As a GM marketing representative Hayden will help staff the
company's World Emotion
Transcenter in EPCOT Center.
His work will include developing
standing operating policy manuals
for the center, writing press

on ORLANDO'S ATLANTIC OCEAN BEACH
---1,7Ner-,,N,

Asaartaard Press Writer

Beautiful new all-suite resort. 1 or 2
bedroom suites have fully equipped
kitchens, living/dining
rea, private
balcony, Cable TV and HBO. Swimming
pools, sun decks, wide expanse of
beach. Enjoy sightseeing, golf, tennis,
water sports, fishing. Near 1-4 and I95. just a short drive to Disney World
and all Central Florida attractions.
DIRECTLY ON THE OCEAN
For your best oceanfront value, enjoy a
spacious .suit-e.-(not just a hotel room) on
Florida's best beach.

S32.50* ONE BEDROOM SUITE
$37.50* TWO BEDROOM SUITE
Based on availability from
Sept. 1,1987 to Jan. 31, 1988
f Except Christmas Week)

421 S. Atlantic Ave., New Smryna Beach, FL 32069(904)-423-8400

TOLL FREE: Florida 800-342-5034

NATIONAL 1-800-874-1931

New Smyrna Beach,FLORIDA

Notice

2

ANT

BELIEVE IT.. A

IN tH

SUPPER DiSH!

2

Pre-Labor Day
Sale

Six in 10 respondents said they
would be disappointed if their

1 2.

Not

cc

•

Cross-stitch fabric
30% •-

Creative Expressions
Needlework Shop

THE FAR SIDE
LOOK AT HIM 60..
AROUND AND AROUND
AND AROUND..

WHAT

By GARY LARSON

And introducing...
Sweat Loss
begins S.ep

¶5

Day 8 Evening
classes offered

—4fra

AN4' OR6AN MUSIC

HORSESHOE fourna
ment, September 5th,
61h and Labor Day
Great prizes At Solos
Market, Hwy 69N, Cot
lave Grove. Tn

I CAN'T FIND I HUNG
6ti.lEAT54-11W1 rr UP
ANYWI-kE-Ra!
IN
YOUR
CLOT

I PATE IT \fill-G.1.4
PEOPLE DONT PUT "TANGS
?ACK )14HERE. 11-kEY

TREM'

4
4k
-1 c.

'100
KTITTITTIrM
I WONDER HOW GARFIELD
WOULP HANDLE AN,,,
.
NCY 200
,
4111

FIRE!

I ClUES5 I
SHOULDN'T
SE f..)RPIRISED

L.

AcR088
1 Strain for

A

SEEM BAILEY

THAT'S
17EMEANIWG!
X WON'T

LET YOU,
PO THAT!

"Let go, Mortyl Let go. Morty! You're pulling me In!
.. Let go. Morty! You're pulling me In)"

1987 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare is again
changing the Part-A
deductible and copayment amounts.
You will be required
to pay even more of
the bill. In fact, if you
go to the hospital,
you or your insurance
will hove to pay the
first $520.00 before
M-edicare
poys
anything. For free information call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4189
'Ow' tub VPIll

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

li1Ph
'Alamo
STICK YOUR
\ SARGE
TONGUE OUT,
ZERO. I WA NIT
TO STAMP A
LETTER

Robin &main
763-7807

NO oJE PONT HAVE

•*4

You
weer Ler

RIGHT!

M! ( WI-40
ARE
YOU
TO•••

11
SLONDIE
WHAT ARE MY
OPTIONS"

r

5 Surfeit
9 Crowd
12 — vera
13 Falsifier
14 Collection of
facts
15 — split
17 Article
18 — sequitor
19 Dispatched
21 Tolerate
23 Properly
arranged
27 — garde
28 Strip of
leather
29 Female ruff
ji

2

3

Answer to Previous Puzzle

39 Wager
41 0c9,an
42 GOU)d
44 Sun god
•A
46 Walked
pompously
48 Donation dish
51 Transmitted
52 Young boy
53 Equals 16
ozs
55 Standards of
perfection
59 Individual
60 Sharp
62 Disturbance
63 Marry
64 Deposits
65 Portico

TE

6 Three-toed
sloth
7 Chinese
pagoda
8 Sea eagles
9 Tomorrow
Sp
10 River in

1 Idle chatter
2 — — carte
3 Offspring
4 Rustic
5 Cant of
thieves

5

4

6

7

UUU
lUll
16

19

23

24

25

18

9

8

UI
UUU
18

21

IUUU

26

22
27

30

34

48

31
37

49

40

35•UUU
41
42

44

45
50

52

53

59

go

63

64

II

11

20

46

to

14

17

29

39

EITOOD

MO OmMR00

HM
EROS
RAFU
AOT
ETO00 LOU
R A alS
OOIVE
AL
SkIIIUL GOEVATO
OGIO L
ERIW
OUAGIT E T
S LOP S
EIN
S HOR P
STOW
AIL
SPIO0 OTE
STUB
GILA
AD
HERALD OONOOE
DENIM
MOTTO

13UUU

15

OE

coal

DOWN

Wednesday
34 Diphthong
35 Makes one's
way carefully
38 Los Angeles
abbr

1

111E7=121Z11311

Denca•robics
•—
Sweat 30

fell • t

c

THE Gold Nugget,
south side of square,
Mayfield, Ky 2476162.
Diamonds, black hills
gold, 14kt gold chains
"We sell for less!" "We
guarantee it " Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler
MASTERCARD/
VISA! Regardless of
credit history
Also,
new credit card No one
refused. For info call
1 315 733 6062 E t
M2717
3

Card

of

Thanks

('ard of Thanks

NANCY
, I DON'T GET m.

We've got a
fitness program
for you!

2

tbr 103411141/
1
401011ttee c411

art

I VE I nrIKED CINDER -11-1E
DP.E66F-R .IN 11-IE
5E1-M1\0114E SiNg...

Respondents in the Media General-Associated Press poll
included a random, scientific
sampling of 1,348 adults across
the country June 1-10. As with all
sample surveys, the results of
Media General-AP telephone polls
can vary from the opinions of all
Americans because of chance
variation in the sample.

Notice

COUNTRY Jean's
school sale is still going
on Group leans $10 &
$12 i pastels. stripes,
denim and shaded)
Stone washed a/iir aciJ
leans by Prizzia
Lawman and Guess
Many name brands to
choose from $5 holds
layaway
S' Miles on
Hwy 94 East, 7591062
Open Mon
Thurs
after 4P M
Fri and
Sat 10A M 5P M.

Clearance on all
Knitting Yarn in stock
4.050% '•
All cross-stitch books

11211:1:101_
I

Also, those respondents who are
taking courses at public colleges
or universities were more likely
than others to say that public
schools offered a good value for
the dollar. But those taking
courses at private schools were
slightly more likely than others to
say tuition was too high for the
quality of education provided at
those schools.

CLASSIFIEDS

- 1'ederal State Market Sew.%Pr% tee '4...Wernher
I. 19$7 kenturl.• Purchase %rein Hog Market
Report Include. e Kos tng Stations Rev.-.pt. t.
7s1 t.,.. 0t Itarrtok••Gilts 30 lower. SON• Undt,
lbs_ stead) to mostl• 30 lower, o•er
lb.
stearl,t to 1.410 higher
1 • 1 r-2.5i
-.
3,544 2.3 3.11.341 lea S13.1",
1 S I 2 200-230 lb..
4.341.23
S 2 3 220220 lb..137.75 Sit."25
3-4 2541270 lb,
31311.75 57 71
Sows
71 1 2 270)20 lb..
$414114 47 1111 fry. 17.50
1,3 300 450 lb.
343.50 44.54$
I '• 1 !I 130 300 lb-.
.430S'$
1 • I-1 300 &Su 10.4.
Oil 5111111 tri. 30 30
s 2 3 300 300 lb..
843.311
Boars $41.00

• Per person, per nigh!, double occupancy

Oceania Suite Hotel

releases and visiting automobile
plants in the southern Florida
area.
Hayden will receive college
credit for his semester of work,
which begins Sept. 8 and ends Jan.
9, 1988.
He worked as a resident advisor
on campus and as an InterFraternity Council representative
for Alpha Tau Omega social
fraternity during 1986-87

Hog market
report listed

Special Fall Rates:

BL)6 is ROLLER SKATING

NEW YORK — Most Americans
say a college education is more
important than ever, but they
question whether colleges give
good value for the dollar, according to a Media General-Associated Press poll.
A college education is too
expensive, given the quality of
education provided, according to
a majo.it:,. in the poll. Money, and
not ability , is often the major
variable in choosing where a child
goes to school.
About seven in 10 of the 1,348
adult Americans in the nationwide telephone poll said a college
education is more important
today than it was in the past.
Nevertheless, nearly six in 10
respondents said tuition at most
private colleges was too high for
the quality of education provided,
while 51 percent felt the same
way about public school tuitions.
Only 21 percent thought private
schools charged the eight
amount; 32 percent thought public
school tuition was a fair value.

Places: Jan's Cafe; Fidelity
(New Concord): Old Freight
Depot; Asbury Cemetery; Fo
Heiman; New Concord Hi
School: Lynn Grove High S
Faxon High School. Wal e's
Drug Store; and Ru y's
Restaurant.

FLORIDA'S SUITEST VACATION

children did not want to go to
college. But most — 63 percent —
said financial considerations
would limit where their children
could go to school. About onethird of respondents said they
could send their children to any
school regardless of the cost.
Interestingly, high school dropouts in the poll were slightly more
likely than college graduates to
say college was more important
today than it was in the past

By LAWRENCE MIKAN

32

33

38
43

UU
UUUUU
UUI
47

51
54

55

61

58

57

58

62

UUU

65

UUU

Siberia
11 A finger ring
16 Cries of a
horse
20 Denunciations
22 Tellurium
symbol
23 Pierce
24 Old pronoun
25 Artificial
language
26 " for Two"
30 Man's name
32 Wild plum
33 Workman
36 Legal matters
37 Hunting dogs
40 Bartered
43 Army off
45 Near
47 Checks
48 Cultivate
49 Path
50 Antlered
animals
54 Spelling —
56 River island
57 Game at
cards
58 Music as
written
61 Latin
conjunction

The family of
James Lee Darnell
would like to thank
their neighbors and
friends of the Faxon
community, Elm
Grove community
Lakeway
and
Grocery for their
cards and flowers.
6

Help

Wanted

AIRLINE Jobs avails
ble now' Earn up to
$50,000 Mechanics,
flight attendants,
customer service
1 (3151 733 6062 Ext.
A 369 for info, listings
ARE you a career
minded data pro
cessing' computer
person? Michelson
Jewelers is expanding
it's data processing
department We seek a
goal oriented person
who is not afraid of long
hours
A working
knowledge of the IBM
system 36 operating
system is required
A
working knowledge of
retail accounting and
inventory control would
be helpful. but is not
mandatory We offer a
liberal compensation
and benefit package
Interested'? Send your
Tom Mor
resume to
gan Michelson Jewelers
P.O. Box 2680 Paducah,
All replies
Ky. 42001
will be treated in a
strietly confidential
nature
CERTIFIED medica
tion aides, full or part
competative
time
wages Apply in person.
Mills Manor, 500 Beck
Lane, Mayfield
DENTAL assistant
Chairside experience
preferred, but will train
qualified individual
Start immediately
Send resume to P 0
Box 1040 I
EDERAL, state &
civil service jobs $16,707
to $59.148/ year Call
Job Line 1 518 459 3611
Ext. F 973 for info 24
FIRS
HOMEMAKERS
NEEDED! Christmas
Cash! Own hours. De
monstrate beautiful
CANDLES, related de
cor! New party plan!
Kit provided
no in•
vestment! no delivery.
Free catalog 1 800 7228292,
LARGE well es
tablished insurance
agency has an opening
for a person with ex
perience in the property
casualty business 1 or
more years of ex
perience is preferred.
Salary commensurate
with training and skills.
Excellent fringe benefits are included. Send
all resume and re
ferences to: P.O. Box
1040 L
LPN full time positions
on 11 7 shift. Competetive wages. Apply in
person, Mills Manor,
500 Beck Lane,
Mayfield.
NATIONAL Co. looking
for local distributor to
service convenient stores
with a highly popular

product. 1-800-361-3633.

nrety,yakas...-••

CLAss_rFrEDs
6

Help
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1, 1987

PAGES

Murray Ledger & Times

Wanted

14
Want to Buy
26
TV
Radio
34 Houses tor Rent
45 Farms tor Sale
46 Homes for Sale
50
Used Trucks
53 Services Offered
53 Services Offered
WANT
to
buy
Junk
/5"
COLOR TV, good 1 BEDROOM house at )25 ACRES
NEED ti rob? 4 openings
1965 CHEVROLET
southeast of NEW listing by owner
cars
and
trucks
753
condition, must sell
now
You may qualify
Panarama Shores, $250 New Concord
Timber, 3 bedroom home, extra pick up truck, excellent GUTTERING by Sears. PAINTING. interior
$125. 753 2556 before Per month
and exterior. Roofing
if. (1)you do not have 3633 ask for Larry
No pets crop land, creeks, gooa large lot, 1..2 fenced in condition, can be seen Sears continuous gut
3P M.
Free estimates Call
ters installed for your
GED or your high
753 6531.
buildings site, blacktop near school and stores. at 114 N. 14th St
16. Home Furnishings
school diploma, 121 you
specifications Call Willie 436 2326
LEASE TO OWN 25
1 BEDROOM house, 200 road access
John 759 1761
1978 4x4 FUREY Ranger
have been out of school 1 TWIN BOOKSHELF console TV with remote, S 13th St , AC, gas heat. Newbauer 753 7531.
Sears 153-2310 for free PAINTING
interior,
truck, $2200 Cali 759 estimate.
9 months or more, (3) headboard, box springs $53 a month
exterior 25 years ex
Murray No pets. References 7 ACRES on 41828 near VICTORIAN style and 4909 after 5P M
you are between ages 16 and mattress, chest, Rental 8. Sales 753 8201
HAMILTON Cultured perience Quality wgrk. _
required
$300 per new radio tower, suitable charm mark this home ABSOLMTELY
gor
& 21. We are a EOE. night stand solid pine, 3 LEASE TO OWN Wir, month. 7334862
marble and tile. 643 Old Reasonable rates. Free
which is ideal for a geous
for subdivision or large
1985
beige and
This project is funded years old, excellent eless remote VCR, 132 a 1. -BEDROOM,
estimates. Yearry's
home site. Contact Ed single person or couple. blue GMC van, Gerwin Benton Rd 753 9400.
Stella
by the Western Ky. condition. 8300 753-5211.
month Murray Rental $250 plus deposit. No Fritts or Chuck Shuffett Excellent location close
INSULATION blown in Painting 436-2245.
conversion,
loaded, in
Private Industry / BEDROOM
to university or town cluding
by Sears. TVA ap
children or pets. 753
suite & Sales 753 8201
759 1300
TV
753 0126
Council
JTPA
Call hutch, table and chairs, LEASE TO OWN 19" 6825 after 7P M.
proved. Save on those
makes it twice as nice! after 4P.M
JTPA Out Of School dryer, refrigera
high heating and cool
Low 20's. Contact Kop
tor/ color TV, $28 a month
CYPRESS Creek 46 Homes for Sale
FORD F 250, good mo153 9378 between 8 30 freezer, stove,
ing bills. Call Sears
living Murray Rental & Sales
Lakefront, 2 BR house, '111/2 MILES southeast of perud Realty 753 1222 tor, body bruised 753
12 00 5 days a week
2310 for free
room set Call 753 1412 753 8201
furnished, you pay elec
WALK to university slightly, very good
Murray. 1982 Energy
Located on
NEED someone tor weekdays 8A M 6P M
estimate
tric Years lease, deposit. Saver, 54x24 Doublewide, from this efficient, running condition
general office help
121 By-Pass
LICENSED electrician,
No pets. Adults Call 436. bricked 1/2 up, large practical home located 81000. 753 9400
Send resume to P 0
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
residential and corn
2366.
bricked front porch, 3 BR, on an exceptional large
759-077d11
Box 1040 J
mercial. Air condition
20 Sports Equipment
Campers
corner lot. This would 51
1Dx55 TIP out in living TWO bedrooms, stove, 2 bath, fireplace, great
N o w taking ap
ing.
Sales
and
service.
make a good invest
refrigerator
QUALITY
Married room, dining room, kit
FAYE'S Tiger and room and kitchen, par
1980 HERITAGE Eagle Gas installatio
piications tor ex
n and
workmanship Frame
Laker gym bags, tial/y furnished. 489 couples only, no chil- then, ceiling tan, new ment at only $18,500.... 19', roof air and heat repair for natural
perienced auto machin
and
dren or pets
and trim carpenter.
2816.
Re• well pump, new septic, 22 just now on the strip, 1 year old. Elec
ist Block boring and shirts, jerseys, sweats,
LP.
Fred's
Repair
753
Remodeling, patio and 17)(60 MOBILE home, 1 ferences and deposit. acres, stocked pond, all market.... selling due to Inc and gas refrigeracrank shaft grinding jackets, caps Next to
492 8594 after 6P M
fencing. D L. Poole,
fenced, new 15x30 shed, health... call 753-1492 tor, stove and furnace, 7203
bedrooms $2950 759
Pagliai's
experience necessary
MOBILE HOME 435-4306
large corn crib. Very Century 21 Loretta Jobs Shower,
4850.
sleeps •4.6. Specialist, Repair
Call 502 527 3188, ask for
36 For Rent or Lease
quiet & friendly
Realtors.
ROCKY COLSON Home
12x65 MOBILE home,
31975. 759-1354.
'- Frank
leveling, underpinning,
Musical
22
neighbors. 138,000. Call WOULD like to sell or FIBERGLA
Fully electric, partially RENT TO OWN
SS camper roofs, floors, plumbing, Repair. Roofing, siding,
OVER the road drivers
Mrs. Todd 436 2105.
'painting, plumbing,
trade for house in town, top, fits Mazda
2000,
We offer an excellent tUND7 flute & Bundy furnished, central air Quasar VCR's $10 week )600
SO
2 bedroom home in raising side dbors, 2 wiring, washing, concrete. Free esincludes one free movie
Ft., re
with 10x22 room at
clarinet,
both
rarely
salary and benefit
hurricane straps. 759
timates Call 474 2307 or
rentaliweek 52 weeks. decor.ated, new gas Browns Grove
tached $5,000. 474 2700
only 9 doors in back, lights,
package including played, excellent condi
753-6973
miles from Murray. radio speakers, fans, 4850.
TV's and appliances system, game room
1470
MULE
home
lion
Must
on
sell
im
mileage pay on actual
ODD job specialist, SEWING Machine Re
available. Check our 16x22. Hickory Drive. In Charming country roof vent. $100. 753.4662.
large
shaded
mediately!
lot
in
Call
759
4520.
miles, loaded and
low prices! Movie the 60's. 753-7634,
home with new brick STARCRAFT Galaxy ceiling fans, ele_ctrical, pair. All makes and
IC guitar with county. 2 bedroom, 2
empty, fuel bonus, paid ELEC
World,
)
BEDROOM
753
patio.
4663.
,
Must see to pop up, 8 sleeper, ex- plumbing, fenciri, You models. Home & ;n
1
bath,
bath,
dishwasher
,
car
Call
unloading and loading, case, like new
name it, I do it. You dustrial. Bag closing
kitchen,
utility
appreciate
. Low 20's. cellent condition. $1800.
port,
and
porch,
central
drop/ pick up, lay before 7A.M or after
buy, I install. You machines. Also scissor
37. Livestock -Supplies
pantry,
Call
435-4354
carpeted
after
heat
6P.M.
,
and
air_
Call
759-4410.
overs, medical and life 5.30P M 527 3369
break, I fix. Call 436
sharpening. 40 yrs.
aluminum
siding,
paved
759
1578.
YEAR
6
old
registered
insurance, paid MAGIC Magic Magic,
2868 evenings.
experience
All work
52 Boats Motors
Quarter horse, gelding. drive, patio, low 477-Motorcycles
vacations, and late rock and roll musicians 1973 12x50 MOBIL
PAINTING
. Interior
guaranteed
utilities, in town Call 1981 YAMAHA 756
Kenneth
mocilo equipment
1 6
I
It wanted
0 1-2-0--H
Keyboard, home, 2 bedroom, good Gentle and well man- 753
exterior,
commercial
Barnhill, 753 2674,
2795.
Virago, 6,800 actual
you are at least 23, have bass, drummer. Phone condition. 1 owner. nered, great for kids.
RUNABOUT, see at Lee residential. Free es
Stella, Ky.
BEDROOM house. miles, excellent condi
2 years verifiable over 644 9318 Paris Magic 52000. Call 174 2382; Call after 5P M.
Marine, $2200.
timates. 25 years ex
WET BASEMENT? We
753.7928 after
753 5624.
8A.M 8P.M
tion. Reasonably priced '18' OMC
the road experience, Magic Magic.
Glastron boat, perience. Tremon make wet basements
1974 12x60 TRAILER SIMMENTAL and A nice 3 bedroom brick, OBL. Call 753-9602 after motor and trailer.
cleaning driving record, SELMER Signet trum
Ho- Farris- 759 1987.
dry. Work completely
large living room, for- 6p.m.
on 100x180 shaded lot 3 Simbrah bulls. Per
and can pass a DOT pet 753 2391.
ward Brandon, 753 4389
guaranteed. Call or
mal dining room, den,
formance
bedrooms,
&
RARLEY
physical, give us a call
I
semen
bath,
1200
all
CC,
or 753 5960.
IGNET clarinet, 'good
write Morgan ConExcellent qual- eat in kitchen, bath, good condition. $2500.
at 753 1717 and ask for condition $150 Earl electric and wood heat. tested
SUREWAY
NOW under new man
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
Furnished and air con- ity $650 & up. Cadiz, utility, double carport, Call after 6P.M.
Danny or Dick
PTL Padgett, 753 7659_
agement! Year ena
409A, Paducah, Ky.
TREE SERVICE
outside storage, plenty 4374849.
Ky 522 8794
ditioned. Negotiable
\ (Paschal Truck Lines, SIGNET
clarinet, all $12,500
42001 or call 1-442-7026.
of shade, also adjoining NICE dune buggy and clearance price! 20'
\inc I Hwy 641 South
or best offer.
wood, good tone 759
WOULD YOU LIRE TO
lot with shop. Will sell trailer. Call 492 8617 or Sweetwater pontoon
Murray, Ky 42071
Days 759 1221, after 38 Pets -Supplies
boat only $3400
4.410
STUMP REMOVAL COME HOME TO A
4P.M. 759 1153.
PART time female kit
POINTER Bird dog together or separate. 492-8205.
Lakeshore Boats Inc.,
CLEAN HOUSE? ReFor
appointme
nt
call
1479
12)(60
chen help
EXTRA nice puppies, good stock
Day and
U.S.
Tree removal
68,
miles
5
west
of
asonable rates. Excellent
753 3796.
mobile home on well Call 435 4326
night work Call 901 247
24
Miscellaneous
Cadiz
Phone
9245527.
references. Will also do
Stump removal
DUPLEX for sale by 49.Used Cars
shaded private lot with
5798
laundry & ironing. Call
/00 AMP electrical 2 large storage 40
owner. Price reduced. 1964 CORVETTE con
Dead-woo
Produce
ding
SALES position Ex
53.
Services Offeredbetween 3p.m..8p.m 753.
Phone 753 7486.
vertible, $8000 Call after
buildings. 437-4785
perience preferred or service with pole, $100
Topping & Pruning
APPLES for freezing or
4.339.
435 4526
A 1 ENTERPRISE
ENJOY the yesteryear Sp m. 753 0188.
85 MODEL Sahara, canning
will train right people
Several
INSURED
today. All the charm of '1977 CADILLAC 4 door Wholesale dealer in gas
High commissions. )0 GALLON fish tank, special order park varieties. McKenzie Or
55.Feed and Seed
an, old homestead in this Sedan DeVille, extra and wood burning apFREE ESTIMATES
growth potential with comple,te with fish & model, nice condition. chard, 753 4725.
FESCUE
seed, 40 cents
pliances, offering full
power filter '66 model Phone 753 1537
6 year old home... The clean. Call 436 2421.
expanding company
753-5484
per pound. Call nights
Ford truck Calf 431 4420
1850's are recreated 1978 4 DOOR Chrysler service installation.
Call (901)2473710
43
Real Estate
492 8264
28 Mobile Homes for Rent
or 437 4953
with fine woods, loft, Newport. Body and Also, fireplace repair.
7 ACRES on 41828 near stained glass,
ALL natural pure honey
balcony, motor in unbelievable *Chimney cleaning
OR 3 BR, furnished or new radio tower,
suitable cooking island. This condition. Owned by old *Masonry *Damper
fO
436 5401
unfurnished, some new for subdivision
or large four bedroom charmer lady. Under
ATTENTION con
$2000. 436- *Bird screen *Hoods.
furniture, natural gas
home site. Contact Ed is located on 26 acres...
436-5355.
tractors! 8 sets, 4ft. electric, air con
5636.
fr• mai me A,as are
Fritts or Chuck Shuffett For your viewing
call 1982 Z28, RED with A•I STUMP Removal.
steel scaffolds with ditioned Shady Oaks
759 1300.
cchoev""
Century 21 Loretta Job black interior,
braces and scaffle 753 5209
all Reasonable rates, 10"
Custom Kitchen
Earn '9" an hour
Realtors, 753 1492.
below surface. Call us
boards, $350 1, trailer NORTHWIND Mobile roR lease or sale
power, tilt, cruise, ex
Cabinets
Commerci
Call 527-1162
al
building
before
you
decide.
Free
hitch to pull camper Home Park on North
cellent condition. 492
approximately 7400 sq. FOR safe 800 Sunny
estimates. 753-0906.
trailer, box type hitch, 16th Street now
after
8841
6P.M
All Types Of:
has
Lane, 3 bedroom brick.
sway bars included, trailer lots and irailers ft Qn South 4th St.
1983 AUDI 5000 turbo
Howard
Good
neighbor
Brandon,
hood,
7539 Situation Wanted
Custom Woodworking
$175 Call 753 6167 after for rent 753 9866
4r
4389 or 753 5960
tasefully decorated, diesel, good interior,
41
5P
anytime
.M
or
on
excellent
condition.
GENERAL house and
See
fenced yard. Call after
Kitchen Cabinet
at 305 Edgewood, Paris,
office cleaning 5 years weekends.
5P.M for appointment
FIREWOO
D
for
sale
TN.
901
642'3720.
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
experience
References
30 Business Rentals
753
7903.
Recovery
•
'Drop by & see our showroom
1983 OLDS Delta 8g
supplied )59 1578 or 431 4661.
FOR
17x8()
sale
We
make
by
RETAIL
owner
your
old
or
office
3
self
SuNBuRY
E
cleaning
- MURRAY - IStohind Bunny &so&
409
elec
Royale. 4 door, power
753 864
bedroom
with
space
appliancentral
with
heat
cabinets
tric
oven,
look
$150 2 square,
like
seats, power windows,
DENERAL house or
**********************
ces,
swimming
and
air,
located
in
pool,
golden
brown fiberglass
tilt, cruise. AM/FM
new with woodgrain
office cleaning, Hazel or
wood burning stove. stereo.
Dixieland Shopping
shingles, $30 6' ad
Must 'sell. $3950.
Puryear areas 901 247
laminated plastic,
Center,
Reduced
directly
to
$29,500.
adia.
Call
justable level and case,
After 5P.M. 753-0606.
3367
new doors.
cent
214
to
727
MSU
campus
1393.
on
1985 FORD Escort- 4
MILITARY regulation $75 Used front door Chestnut
Call 753 3018.
hardware and
FOR sale by owner 1 speed, air,
stereo,
alterations All types of unit, includes 3'x6'x8"
)OR 4 car shop. 753 938a
bedroom home, central power steering,
countertops. Many
other sewing. Flags and 2 12" side lights,
brakes,
or 753 4509.
heat and air, fenced in 35,xxx. 492 8704 after
150
08.3.4
753
styles and colors.
made to order Ironing
yard with 20x30 block 6P.M 83900.
Business space, near Un
and babysitting Cali 14UNTERS Special
FREE ESTIMATES
building for shop. 1986
camper for sale gas or iversity Phone 753 9393.
Barbara 759 1836
CHEVROLET
CARS
Murra 436-5560
Priced in the 30's Call Spectrum,
electric
FOR
rent:
refrigerator
Office
or
,
gas
4 door, air
WILL do housecleaning
753-3052
or
stove,
492-8158.
furnace,
store
space
at
$900
Call
Southside
Jetta...lo
'85
APPLIAN
VW
cal 1 owner, air. AM/FM
CE
conditioning, cruise,
in the Murray area
after 5.
MINI ranch, 3 1/2 I2,xxx. Call 759 1965 SERVICE. Kenmore,
Shopping Center. Phone
m. 7536919
489 2598
cassette.
stereo
low
mileage
753
miles
6612
or
from
753
4509
Murray. bet ween
Westinghouse,
NE heater
WILL sit with elderly af KERO
Brick home offers 3 8A.M. 330P.M., after
wicks installed. Beat PRIME office space for
Whirlpool. 27 years
home or hospital, ex
'85 Plymouth Reliant. . .4 door. local 1
BR's, di-ning room cen- 6P.M. call 753-6052.
the rush, get your rent Downtown Court
experience. Parts and
oerienced 901 247 3367
owner, full power & air A down payment of
tral heat/air. De
heater ready now! Just Square. Utilities and
service. Bobby Hopper,
1986
RED
ford
Cougar.
YARD mowing and
tached garage, 2 stall Low mileage, new tires. Bob's Appliance Ser$9 plus the price of the janitorial service fur
$300 is probably all you will need to own this
trimming
Large or
stable, fenced paddock, Inquire after 6P.M. at
wick! Coast to Coast nished 753.4682 or 753
vice, 202 S. 5th St.
small lobs
Cali Hardware
Della sold $ 17 1,000 in
car
2 1/2 acres. Upper 30's. 753.7605 or 753 0354
8302
Business 753.4872, 436753 860.4
435 4447
29 days. Calf her to list
Don't hesitate, call 67 CHEVY, factory
(home).
5848
LARGE, large, large
air
'85 Chevy Caprice Classic. . .nicest 1
Want to Rent
your property.
today for an appoint• electric window, extra
selection of storage 31
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
Instruction
11
ment! Kopperud Realty nice. Phone 489-2816.
buildings in stock for LOOKING for home in
Factory
authorized
for
owner car on the lot, 30,000 miles. tilt,
Our sign and our
753 1222
immediate delivery. Murray area. 2 or 3
'72 VW, new brakes, Tappan, Kelvinator and
hardsitorkin
g
profescruise,
air, power everything. AM/FM stereo
Professional
Acree Portable bedrooms, couple with
MUST sell- 3 bedroom cylinders, exhaust, Brown. Service on gas
sionals are seen all over
Buildings
house,
and
electric
,
cassette.
living room, den, shocks, tires, paint, etc.
Mayfield. children
ranges,
You won't find another one like it.
Call collect
Reading Help
Ky. 502 247 7831.
microwaves, discarport, 4-1/2 acres, 51200. May be seen•
502 354 6061 after 5P M
Put Number 1
For Your Child. MULCH for sale shred
hwashe
1/2
r s, re'84 Dodge Charger...We don't know why
.tween Kenlake State Park, 474to work for you:
frigerators, etc. Earl
deb hardwood bark by the 32 Apts for Rent
Murray and Mayfield. 8842.
this one is still here. Air, 5-speed. less than
Appointment:
Lovett, 354-6956 or 753truck load, brown or
$29,000. Call 489 2337 '84 CELICA
, 2 & 3 bedroom
Supra, 5341
40,000
miles. sporty.- with fuel economy.
black,
fresh
between
or
full
corn
10A.M..2P.
M.
apartments
Lease
40,xxx miles, loaded
759-4578
and
posted U haul or we de
deposit. No pets
new tires. 492 8783.
No
'83 VW GTI. . .peppy gas saver with air.
ON Becket Dr. in, Can
liver, Call Jerry 759 4808
children. 753 9208
terbury subdivision, WHITE Ford
14
Want to Buy
5-speed. AM/FM stereo cassette. runs &
1, 2 OR 1 bedroom
Econoline
100
'window
Loretta Jobs Realtors
new house on the
apartments, nicely
10 •••••••
21t.
drives great
market custom built. van, 4 new tires
•
•
1
fool.
furnished, located near
16MPG. 436 2858.
fs0.7 763 102
Buy now & select the
campus. Days, 753 6111,
.it h
.r ,..r, 21 In,E•••• .krp.retwo,
'82 Mercury Marquis...completely loaded.
wallpaper & carpet
lipurr,r,
nights, 753 0606
interior & Extenot
1,1WPINDI•111
MR/ Utt
color. 753-3903 after
,orta•TiD
1 owner, new car trade-in. V-8. mileage in
1 BEDROOM brick
Doors. Windows
4p.m for appointment.
duplex. Patio, carport,
50's
low
inderpinning
Gutter
RECENT
clormeny
listing
of Murray & f.ity
in
ample storage, shade, 44 Lots for Sale
Vinyl & Carpet
Lynn Grove. ReRed Oak. WhIte Oak
couples preferred
NO
'82 Ford Escort. . .automatic air, low
modeled older home on
"- Installed
pets $235 per month
and Poplar
lovely wooded lot plus
mileage: 1 owner, priCed to sell
Leveling. plumbing
753 6931
(Formerly of Benton)
large workshop garage.
•agged roofs & floors
1 or 2 BEDROOM
CONTACT:
'82 Buick LeSabre...nicest around. power
A lot of home for the
repaired
5:30 to 6 p.m. apartment near down
James Mathis
-Best prices,
5 miles west of Mur- money at $37,000. Phone Chevrolet
everything, V-8.
town Murray. Call 753
Kopperud Realty 753.. Oldsmobile
Mon-Fri
Dover, TN
quality results"
4 I 0 9 , 7 6 2 6 6 5 0 or
ray on Oaks Rd. 1222.
'81 VW Rabbit...air, AM/F.M, excellent seSliding Class Doors
3:30 to 4 p.m. 136 2844.
overlooking Oaks SPACIOUS 2 bedrsoom, Cadillac, Inc.
615-232-8466
Complete 8. Installed
NERGY efficient 1
cond car
1-1/2
Sat
bath.
1200
sq. ft.,
Country
of Paris, TN
Club.
or 232-5928.
450 thru Oct, 3161
bedroom duplex in
Kentucky Lake view,
Some wooded lots. plus basement, patio,
'80 Buick LeSabre. . .new car trade, full
county No pets Water
Lattice Decks from '250
GM Executive &
furnished. $200 Call
''Factory Elipsrlence
110x227
sundeck, screened
power & air. AM/FM stereo cassette.
Building 5 Servicing
753 8848 before 9P M.
porch, 1 acre, boat
Program Vehicles
Mobile Homes
LAKEFRONT apart
'77 Plymouth Fury...1 owner, 318 V-8. exdock, large fireplace,
2-1987 C..
*PHONE (502)492-8488*
ment. 2 bedrooms,
central air, ceiling fans, -t1987 Cao•iac
tra nice & clean See drive & even talk to
garage, kitchen trrtrr
shed, garage. Ideal for
YARD landscaping,
1987 Olds Firen.7.
appliances furnished
previous owner. This one has been
the
retirement. Low 50's.
leveling driveways,
1987 Olos Ca...
Lease and deposit re
7 ACRES on 11828 near By owner. 436-2121. "
cared
blade
for like a baby
work
and
bush
1
987
Chev
C.
•
:
•
quired. No children or
new radio tower, suitable VA ASSUMABLE
hogging. Call 436 5430 or
.
1987 Olds To',
pets
436 2484 or
for subdivision or large LOAN for you on this
'75 Chevy Malibu. . .1 owner, too nice to
.753 0659.
753 7272.
1986 Olds Cut ciS.
home site. Contact Ed three bedroom imCOLLEY Tree Service.
believe Must see to appreciate
1 986 Cadillac El Dorao.
LARGE 2 bedroom
Fritts or Chuck Shuffett maculate brick. Or
Keep your trees in
upciairs apartment, lots
1986 Olds Tofonado
759 1300
third bedroom is ideally
shape by topping, prun•
of CA/sinEi mi..,low
We are now open Mon.-Sat. 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
1 986 Che‘i Cava e,cc-.
KENTUCKY Lake Gt. 1 located for a den or
TRUCKS 8. VANS
mg, deadwooding,
utilities. /3-1 •it,7`r-i&P
acre, 12x60 m
ile
study.
Practical
with
spraying, fertilizing, or
Central Shopping Center(sex, lo Ticoliihn.$)
Voyager-Mini-Van...local
Plymouth
'86
MARRIED couple/boys, home, septic and. well, fenced yard, TVA in
removal of unwanted
$16,500.
Home,
2
BR
442-1770
excellent
apt.,
loca
sulation,
owner,
recently
pain
new
mini-van
1
trade-in, 7 passenger
frees.
We
removal
Stump
'
3-251 1
Want Your Business
tion, near campus, 1323 or Office 442 3432. Ow
ted interior and exter
Complete tree care. 14
let Us Prove It
seating.
tone
blue.
full
2
power & air, th.
ner financing
Olive Blvd 753 8585 by
ior.., priced in the 30's.
years experience. Free
appointment.
LARGE lot for sale on Dial 753.1492 at Century
cruise, AM/FM stereo cassette
estimates. 753-0366.
901-642-3900
Ky. Lake in Center 21 Loretta Jobs
MU R Cal apts. Nor
CONCRETE driveHwy 79 W Paris
Ridge Subdivision
'86 Jeep Commanche...4X4, just 15.000
Realtors to see.
thwood Dr. I, 2 or 3 BR.
ways, patios, brick and
Priced
sell,
td
$750.
renting.
Now
Equal
block work CALL 502
1 owner miles, V-6. AM/FM stereo.
901 644-98/46 or 901 247
Hotising Opportunity
492 8160.
3750.
'
759 4984.
DAVE'S'WIN DOW
'85 Plymouth Voyager-Mini-Van.. .Ju! •
LOTS for sale in
SMALL apartment on
CLEANING. Commer
in! 1 owner. full v6wer & air, travel packag
Bagwell Manor starting
Blood River, $75 per
residential 753
cial
at 86995 Howard Bran
month All electric and
that makes the rear seat into a bcd
9873.
don, 753-4189 or 753 5960.
air 436 2427
MITCHELL Paving
'85 Chevy S-10 4X4 Blazer.. .1 owner, new
.,Tilkaii/NG applications NICE Tot on 121, 6 1/1
Driveways, parking
miles
North
on
natural
.for Section 8. Rent
lots, seal coating and
off road tires, V-6, ready for the hunting
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3 gas lines. 180x300, $3600.
striping
Also,
Days
season.
7331933
low rmleaqe
or
nightsBR. Apply Hilldale
Attractive 2-3 BR home plus additional 1 BR
limestone, gravel, top
753-0870.
Apts.,
grading.
soil
Phone
and
Hardin,
Ky.
Whatever It takes, we want to be
1 2 block from MSU
rental apartment located /
EqUal Housing. 45 Farms
753 1537.
for Sale
campus, available Sept. 15.
Opportunity
your car and truck company
FENCE sales at Sears
18 ACRES m/1, per
now Call Sears 753 2310
Ideal for the voung couple, excellent rental income
TO
Imagination
SHOW!
"111 borrow,. It rotors
JOY
by
A
owner
has brought
33 Rooms for Rent
manent pasture, pond,
for free estimate for
II,' not Tg. fie
charm and livability to this starter home and or retire.
fencing,
potential for the investor. $30,500
excellen
t
needs
your
ROOMS for refit, 1-5Tock
.otor I go• or In., ag I go.ment home The interior is immaculate with pleasing
building
site.
4
miles.
FOR most any -17Fie
from campus 759 9645
Phon•
wallpaper You'll enjoy the live-In bedroom 14.5x30
southeast on old Salem
driveway white rock
road
also
321,000.
You'll
enjoy
Financial
a
cookout
on the patio under the
34 Houses for Rent
e"
TUTP
CH71::$1111;W
HA i•11:
1°
:
/ 1: C.
also, any type gravel.
assistance possible for
canopy Call Centttry 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors for your
Roger
sand
Ow•i•••• Hhow.h
call
and
dirt
MI 1141
CAA
BEDRODU near un
to
Moo
1
,1
qualified buyer.
personal tour 753-1492
Hudson. 753 4545 or
763-1 222
iversity 753 9567
1.4 •
.
0.3 141.
527 0903
753 6763

Miller's 121
Mini Storage

ArTENTION MOW

Wulff

Seen in all
the best
neighborhoods.

The Pride is 4ack in Paris. ..
Even in the used car department.'

Ontu0'
71

*Four Star*

WANTED:
Lumber Logs

MOBILE HOME
REPAIR

Missed
Your

Dan Taylor

Paper

Call
753-1916

Freddie Poe

Misty Meadows
Subdivision

r

CARLA MITCHELL DODD
has 'joined Joyce's

753-4010
or 435-4226

For appointments call
Carla Dodd, Sharon EaKcs,
Gail Anderson orloyce cooper.

SAVE SAVE

FOR SALE OR RENT

I

0

Kopperud Realty

PEPPERS
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Squad responds to field fire

OBITUARIES
Lee Warren Fox

Albert Irwin Domeck Jr.

Lee Warren Fox, 77, of 801 South
Mr. Domeck was enroute home
Ninth St., Murray, died Monday at
after having attended the Antique
Car and Show held Saturday at the 9:15 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
Howard Brandon Farm in County Hospital.
Mr. Fox had retired as a public
Murray.
safety
officer with Tennessee
His two granddaughters, LanValley
Authority
after 33 years of
nette Vannatta, 10, and Pamela
Vannatta, 7, both of Louisville, service. Prior to going with TVA,
Mr. Fox taught school for eight
were treated at a Glasgow hospital
years.
released.
and
A veteran of World War II, he
Mr. Domeck was a retired tool
was
a member of First Baptist
and die maker for Ford Motor Co.,
Church
and Murray Lodge No. 105
Army
War
II
an
veteran of World
and a member of Masonic Lodge Free and Accepted Masons.
Born Nov. 15, 1909, in Calloway
740, Kyana Region Antique Car
Club, Riverside Model-T Club and County, he was the son of the late
Chapel Hill United Church of 'James Ira Fox and Otis Smith
Fox.
Christ.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Survivors are one daughter,
Mrs. Maureen Vannatta, three
sons, Dennis A. •Domeck. Ronald
G. Domeck and Bruce W.
Services for Mrs. Maude Bucy
Domeck, one brother, Donald A. will be
Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the
Domeck, and seven grand- chapel of
Blalock-Coleman
children, all of Louisville.
Funeral Home. The Rev. Norman
Culpepper will officiate. Mrs.
Oneida White will present the
music.
Pallbearers, will be Dwayne
Bucy, Kenneth Bucy, Don Bucy,
The funeral for Malcolm R. 1946.
Howard Bucy, Stanley Wilson and
Boaz will be today at 3 p.m in the
Mr. Boaz graduated from the
Don
Smith.
School
of
Louisville
chapel of Byrn Funeral Home, University of
Burial will follow in McCuiston
Mayfield. The Rev. Michael S. Law in 1949 and practiced law with
Passmore will officiate.
his father, the late Seth T. Boaz, Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
Active pallbearers will be Bill until 1951 when he became
Clampett, George Covington, Bill associated with F.H. McGraw Co. home after 5 p.m. today
I Tuesday.
Driver, Art Azar, Frederick in Paducah as counsel in inBlume and Van Fisher.
dustrial relations.
Honorary pallbearers will be
He served as Graves County AtClay M. Rhodes, Jack Anderson, torney from 1952 until 1960, was
Final rites for Ms, Gail Foutch
Jean Crawford, Bill Hale, Jim the prosecuting attorney for the
are today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
McKelvey, Cecil Day, Kent Mays City of Mayfield for four years and
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The
and Jimmie Prince, members of had maintained an office in
Rev. Chester Culver is officiating.
Mayfield
since
Kentucky State and Graves Coun- private practice in
Music is by the Choir of Poplar
ty Bar associations, and members 1972.
of the Board of Directors of First
Mr. Boaz was past pesident of Spring Baptist Church with Mrs.
National Bank.
Graves County Bar Association, Louise Short as organist.
Pallbearers are Dr. David
Burial will follow in Highland
past pesident of the Kiwanis Club,
Fitch, Robert Berlin, Brad
Park Cemetery there.
a member of First Christian
Brelsford, Max Bomar, Jimmy
The family requests that expres- Church and the Graves County
Parham and Jimmie Taylor.
sions of sympathy take the form of and Kentucky Bar associations.
Burial will follow in Temple Hill
contributions to a favorite charity.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Mr. Boaz, 63, of 314 Golf Club, Della Boaz; one son, Malcolm Cemetery.
Ms. Foutch, 34, of 213 South 11th
Mayfield, died Sunday at 2:37 a.m. Joshua Boaz, Mayfield; one sister.
at Western Baptist Hospital, Mrs. Frank A. (Odessa ) Stub- St., Murray, died Sunday at 3:05
Paducah.
blefield, Murray; four brothers,
A graduate of Mayfield High
Seth T. Boaz Jr. and Harry H.
School, he attended Murray State
Boaz, Mayfield, Samuel S. Boaz,
Services for Mrs. Julia Judy )
University prior to joining the ArPaducah, and William M. Boaz,
Craddock will be today at 3:30
my in 1943 where he served until
Houston, Texas.
p.m. in the chapel of Hornbeak
Funeral Home, Fulton. Burial will
follow in Greenlea Cemetery
there.
Mrs. Craddock, 43, of Fulton,
died Sunday night at her home.
She was employed as a department manager at Wal-Mart.
Born March 8, 1944, in Fulton,
What kind of day will amorrow be? To find out what the stars say,
Funeral rites for Albert Irwin
Domeck Jr. will be Thursday at 10
a.m. in the chapel of Owen
Funeral Home, 5317 Dixie
Highway, Louisville. Burial will
follow in Louisville Memorial
Gardens West.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 6 p.m. tonight
1Tuesday.
Mr. Domeck Jr., 65, of
Louisville died Sunday in a cartruck accident on Interstate 65
about three miles north of Cave
City.
Law officials said Domeck's
Model-T Ford was hit in the rear
by a pickup driven by John R
Thompson, 22, of Grand Rapids,
Mich. Dorneck's car left the road,
hit a rock wall and overturned.
Domeck was pronounced dead at
the scene. Police said Thompson,
who apparently fell asleep at the
wheel. was not hurt.

Hope Yarbrough Fox, to whom he
was married on Dec. 24, 1933; one
daughter, Mrs. Joretta Randolph
and husband, John, 1025
Southwood Dr., Murray; one son,
Ronnie Fox and wife, Janella, 1509
Belmont, Murray; one grandson,
David Randolph; two granddaughters, Denise Raodolph and
KaDonna Randolph.
The funeral will be Wednesday
at 10:30 a :n. in the chapel of
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
Burial will follow in Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today
(Tuesday).

Mrs. Bucy, 98, died Monday at
5:45 a.m. at Long Term Care Unit
of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She is survived by one daughter,
Mrs. Lorelle Sloman and husband,
Harry, Philadelphia, Pa.; two
sons, Jimmy Bucy and wife, Dora
Mae, Murray, and Hawley Bucy
and wife. ‘'elda, Rt. 1, Hazel; two
daughters-in-law, Mrs. Pauline
Bucy, Rt. 2, Hazel, and Mrs.
Gracie Bucy, Murray.
Also surviving are 18 grandchildren; 38 great-grandchildren;
five great-great-grandchildren.

Ms. Gail Foutch
a.m. from injuries sustained in a
one-car accident on Highway 94
East near Elm Grove Baptist
Church.
She is survived by one son,
Donald Breier, and her mother,
Mrs. Elsie Allen Snyder. 213 South
11th St.', Murray; three sisters,
Mrs. Carla Taylor and Ms. Marlyn
Snyder, Murray, and Mrs. Barbara Whitaker, Willston. Mich.;
three brothers, Donald Snyder,
Murray. Larry Snyder. Gilbertsville, arid Roger Snyder, Rt. 1.
Hardin.

Mrs. Julia Uudyl Craddock

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake

read the

forecast given for your birth sign.
FOR WEDNESDAY,SEPTEMBER 2, 1987

SCORPIO

TAURUS

GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
You're branching out socially and
making new friends. Today you get a
lovely
invitation. Far-fetched
schemes are otit, but down-to-earth
planning brings risults.

CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
New work opportunities are the
kind that make you want to celebrate
tonight. A romantic mood makes you
ready to dance. Some fall in love.

LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22)
Both work and play afford 'you'
satisfaction now. A chance to visit
someone at a distance should be
seized upon. You have renewed
ambition and will act accordingly.

641 South
Murray
753-2617

•
Keep Thy

M

,•

Grman•

t

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
- Stars

1987 Chevy Silverado
Black, P.S., P.B., air,
auto., stereo radio,
P.W.,P.L., tilt, cruise,
chrome step buhiper,
537 miles

$11,900"

J

Peter
Gott, M D

she was the daughter of Clyde
Wood and the late Anna Belle Bennett Wood. She was a member of
First United Methodist Church
Fulton.
She is survived by her husband.
Bobby J. Craddock; one daughter,
Crystal Posey, Murray; one son,
Luke Craddock, Fulton, her
father, Clyde Wood, and one
sister, Mrs. Nancy Atwill. Fulton.

Find source
of infections
DEAR DR GOTT
I've never had
much resistance to colds or the flu
Within the past couple of years I've
experienced several bouts of Klebsiella What is this germ and what can I
do to strengthen my resistance to it"
DEAR READER - Klebsiella are
a type of bacteria that cause several
respiratory diseases, including sinus
infection, bronchitis and pneumonia
Klebsiella is a common germ that can
invade the respiratory tract after a
viral infection, when a patient's resistance is low If you seem predisposed
to these infections, you should be

9
IT HILLIARD LYONS
Stock Market
Prices as of 10 a.m.
Goody ear
•24.87
Industrial A y e rage
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SO um'
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291 411 291 2 A
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•I s
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48 113sA
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100/
1
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Exxon
Time Inc.
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gt
.14
Vial-Mart
General Motors
110/
1
4 -1/2
Wendy's
GenCorp, Inc.
C.E.F. Yield
Goodrich

was born April 24, 1957. in Corinth.
Miss.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Angelia Hearn Glasgow, one
daughter. San tanna Woodward,
one son, Justin Woodward, one
sister, Mrs. Renae Glasgow
Vayda, and one nephew, Joe
Vayda. all of South Fulton; his
mother, Mrs. Callie Dillion Inman, Corinth, Miss.; his father,
Charles Glasgow, Ormond Beach,
Fla.

Aluminized Mufflers
I: ) and Exhaust Pipes
FREE ESTIMATES

ogri

arom4.•Niv

GERRALD BOYD'S AUTO REPAIR
& SERVICE CENTER INC.
514 S. 12th

753-1750

Italian
Spaghetti Special
$ 1 49

ONLY
With Garlic Bread

Call 753-0711

Inside Dining Only

Get big city entertainment
at small limn prices
Association

PAT GOSSUM

We Use

Lucky Ntun ber

iattr Murray Civic Music

BETTY BOSTON

414 MAIN STREET
MURRAY KENTUCKY
753-3366

Salad 59 E•fra
free Refills On Drinks

99 SPECIAL FOR KIDS
Wednesday 11 AM 10 PM
You can t eat this well at home for this price

PISCES

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, Inc.
GM

checked by a doctor io make sure that
you have not developed a deficiency
in your immunity
Here are some things that you can
do on your own If you smoke. stop,
since tobacco smoke reduces the respiratory system's ability to fight infection. Stay away from other people
with respiratory infections, they may
spread bacteria and viruses to you, especially during the respiratory-infection season in the winter Consider obinfluenza
yearly
taining
immunizations, which may help your
resistance.
In addition, your doctor may choose
to perform tests to see if you have a
chronic low-grade infection
Finally, you may have acquired a
smoldering Klebsiella infection that
cannot be eradicated by a week or
two of antibiotics If "you are -carrying" Such an infection, long-term antibiotic treatment will help restore
your respiratory system to its normal
state
Work closely with your family docand with specialists, as needed
tor
- to discover the cause of your recurring infections

The squad also responded to a
call Thursday at Coach Estates.
Upon arrival, fire fighters found
the owner burning off weeds.
Sykes said the call had apparently
been made by someone who
thought there was an accidental
fire.

recoup energies. Further investigation bears fruit regarding investments.

411131.
(Feb. 19 to Mar,./20)
•rneet
You have reasons now to be happy
about a course of events in your
career. An extra sparkle lights up
VIRGO
your face and your path socially.
(Aug.23 to Sept.'22)
Enjoy popularity.
,
It's a good day for property and
financial matters. Though more sensiIF BORN TODAY you are partnertive than usual, you're confident and ship oriented, though you can be
know what you want. The combina- temperamental. Your ideas are often
tion brings you romantic success.
ahead of their time and your accomplishments strikingly original. You
LIBRA
work best when inspired. Strive to
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Peace and quiet at home puts you develop a cooperative spirit and you
in the mood to get a lot of things will gain that support from others
done. A talk with a partner results in that you crave. Creative vocations are
benefits for you. You're able to clear usually your strong suit. Tap the vast
wealth of your imagination.
up a misunderstanding.

GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS

DR.GOTT

Rickie Glasgow

Services for Rickie Glasgow will
be Wednesday at 10 a.m. in the
chapel of White-Ranson Funeral
Home, Union City, Tenn. The Rev.
Robert J. Johnson will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Bobby Morton,
Jeff Sensing, Gary Mays,
SAGITTARIUS
Barry Darnell, Gene Leonard, Bill
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Happiness comes through children. Yates, Jim Melton and Donnie
A hunch pays off in your career. Now Thomas.
you deal effectively with higher-ups.
Burial will follow in Obion CounYou may make an unusual purchase ty Memorial Gardens there.
today. Taste may be exotic.
Friends may call at the funeral
CAPRICORN
home after 6 p.m. tonight
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
(Tuesday).
You feel uplifted in spirit now.
Mr. Glasgow, 30, Collins Street,
Psychic impressions are strong and South
Fulton, Tenn., died Saturyou seem to be in the right place at
day
morning
from head injuries
the right time. Some make plans for
suffered in an airplane crash. on
fall studying.
Howard Brandon farm, Murray.
AQUARRJS
He was an employee of
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Though happiness today comes Goodyear Tire and Rubbtr Co.,
through social life and close ties, you Union City. and a member of
may want to take a breather later to Johnson Grove Baptist Church. He

(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
You generate optimism and attract
A lucky break comes now in
benefits from afar. Idealism is a connection with your job. Income
motivating force on the job and you should improve. Creatively you're
have the drive to successfully exe- inspired. Evening favors participation
cute your aims.
in group activities.
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
- You should be feeling good about a
monetary development today. Crea-tive types are inspired to new heights.
Make travel plans and enjoy exciting
social happenings tonight.

Squad members managed to
save the barn from the fire that
burned one acre of the field. Sykes
said.

Mrs. Maude Bucy

Malcolm R. Boaz

ARIES

The Calloway County Fire.
Rescue Squad responded to a field
fire Sunday at approximately 5.30p.m. on land owned by W.O. Kelly
in Calloway County, according to
squad reporter Mike Sykes.
Pat Evans, who was renting the
field and a nearby barn, said there
was tobacco in the barn but it was
not smoking. Evans told fire
fighters that he had been at the
barn at approximately 2 p.m. that
day and saw no evidence of a fire.

SET FOR

RACER FOOTBALL TRIVIA
O.: Nifyi$ former Racer running back holds the MSU
record for the most 100-yard games in a career?
To enter the Racer-Mr. J's and Lady J's Getaway Trivia Contest, write the correct answer to the trivia questioy6n a 3 X
5 card along with your name, address, and telephone number.
Turn it in at Mr. J's and Lady J's in Olympic Plaza or at the
MSU Atheltic Ticket Office, Room 211 of Stewart Stadium,
before noon Friday. The winner will be drawn from all correct entries and will be awarded the vacation at halftime of
'Saturday's game. The answer will be announced at the game
and will appear in this space next week.

MURRAY STATE
SEASON OPENING
THIS SATURDAY
VS. UT-MARTIN
Tickets: 762-4895
Paducah Sun Poster Night

